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Abstract(

Issues surrounding environmental legislation and policy lead to unsustainable 

outcomes in waste management and practice in Rarotonga, Cook Islands. As a result 

local people’s lives are affected in a range of different ways. Despite the adoption of a 

draft National Waste Management Strategy by the government, and that technological 

progress has taken place – for example in landfill operations, the future of waste 

management in Rarotonga is uncertain and requires strategic long-term planning. 

Rarotonga – with a population equivalent to an average New Zealand town and run as 

like a full-scale nation – is the largest of the Cook Islands and is the location of 

Avarua, the country's capital city. With a unique history, geography, economy, and 

culture, these factors converge in Rarotonga to form a complex assemblage that 

influences the functioning of its waste management planning framework. 

The literature review conducted as part of this thesis identified the lack of extensive 

research into the sustainability of the waste management planning system of 

Rarotonga. From a humanistic planning perspective, this thesis aims to critically 

identify and analyse the achieved progress and remaining deficiencies in sustainable 

waste management in Rarotonga, with a specific interest in the robustness of long-

term strategic planning and evaluation. It investigates planning and waste 

management policy and practice to address the question: How can waste management 

in Rarotonga become more sustainable, efficient, and future-proof? 

Primary data was collected through interviews with stakeholders from government, 

business and community. One of the findings of the research is that recent political 

commitment to waste management enables the pursuit of various opportunities for the 

improvement of the system. Furthermore, it has been identified that for increased 

community involvement to occur in waste management planning, which according to 

the research findings is a key requirement to achieve future-proofness, the existing 

system needs to become more complete and effective. 
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The outcomes of the research indicate that a more integrative, strategic and holistic 

approach is needed to future-proof and increase the efficacy of Rarotonga’s waste 

management planning framework, consequently ensuring its sustainability. Informed 

by the results, a multi stage model comprising key recommendations is proposed, 

which includes a number of strategic planning and management concepts, as well as 

aspects of quality evaluation, that could be considered for implementation. 
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1 (((Introduction(

1.1 Research(Issue(

Sustainable management of solid and liquid waste is a subject of concern throughout 

the Pacific Region, as is demonstrated by Thaman, et al. (2003:1): “… the rapidly 

increasing waste stream is polluting the beautiful and ecologically fragile island 

environment and constitutes a serious health problem for Pacific Islanders”. On a 

smaller scale, in the Cook Islands local people’s lives are affected in a range of 

different ways by how waste is managed. It is no different on the island of Rarotonga, 

the largest of the Cook Islands, where issues surrounding the legislative and policy 

framework informing waste management and planning lead to unsustainable 

outcomes. The future of waste management planning in Rarotonga is uncertain and 

requires further investigation, as implied in the following quote: “To ensure 

sustainability of the Cook Islands natural environment, the issue of waste disposal 

requires urgent redress” (Government of the Cook Islands, 2007:32). 

Sustainable development in its many guises as a research discourse has been 

relatively popular for a significant amount of time now, however, its treatment in 

literature focused on Pacific islands and in particular Cook Islands waste management 

and planning frameworks has been largely neglected. As Overton and Scheyvens 

(1999:2) state: “The islands of the Pacific have not, to date, figured prominently in 

publications on sustainable development”. This gap in the research justifies an 

investigation into waste management and planning, integral components of 

sustainable development, in the specific setting of Rarotonga. 

Although in the past several initiatives in the Pacific have taken place to improve 

physical components of waste management practice, a study into Rarotonga’s 

legislation, policy and governance related to waste management and planning, has not 

been conducted to date (South Pacific Regional Environment Programme, 2006; 

2010). With an unstable economy based on fisheries and tourism, increasing volumes 

of waste, and a political situation that is struggling to produce a coherent legal 
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framework for waste management, planning, and evaluation, it is essential to take 

stock and identify the current status of the system and potential ways forward to 

improve its future robustness (United Nation Environment Programme, 2009). 

1.2 Research(Questions(

The focus of this study is on institutional, regulatory and policy interventions 

informing the practice of land based solid and liquid waste management. Waste 

management practice will, however, play a subordinate role in the study. For practical 

reasons Rarotonga was chosen as the main research location for this study. The island 

is the most populated of the Cook Islands and suffers from the highest degree of 

development pressure. Although the outer islands of the Cook Islands are also coping 

with environmental issues related to waste management these islands are excluded 

from the research. Flow-on effects of improved waste management policy and 

planning on Rarotonga have, nevertheless, the potential to positively affect the outer 

islands. 

Instead of taking a narrow focus on a single waste management issue, this thesis 

attempts to take a holistic view of Rarotonga’s waste management and planning 

frameworks and investigates their functioning. It aims to critically identify and 

analyse the achieved progress and remaining deficiencies in sustainable waste 

management planning in Rarotonga, with a specific interest in the robustness of long-

term strategic planning and evaluation. The study partially answers the call of Beller 

et al. (1990:43) for a new generation of Pacific research;s “...a research agenda for 

detailed case studies that would inform policy analysis”. This thesis can be regarded 

as an example of such a new generation of research, as it is a Rarotongan specific case 

study that utilises a unique planning for waste management perspective to explore 

institutional and policy dynamics. 

Based on the assumptions that deficiencies and constraints exist for long-term 

sustainable waste management planning in Rarotonga, and that people are adversely 

affected by the waste management planning framework, the study investigates 

planning and waste management to address the question: How can waste management 
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in Rarotonga become more sustainable, efficient, and future-proof? To structure the 

research the main research question is divided into the following sub questions: 

• What is the current status of waste management planning in Rarotonga? 

• What constraints exist for the long-term sustainability of waste management 

planning in Rarotonga and how can they be negotiated? 

• What impact has waste management planning in Rarotonga on its people 

currently and in the future? 

• What are the views of the people that are adversely affected by waste 

management, in particular on the long-term sustainability of waste 

management in their country? 

1.3 Research(Objectives(

The study focuses on two main objectives: 

! Identify constraints and deficiencies in institutional, regulatory and policy 

areas associated with sustainable waste management planning. 

! Make recommendations as to how the mentioned constraints and deficiencies 

could be negotiated to achieve a more sustainable, efficient, and future-proof 

waste management planning system. 

1.4 Research(Design(

The study utilises a number of qualitative methods including primary and secondary 

data collection. Primary data collection consisted of semi-structured open-ended 

stakeholder interviews with participants and secondary data was collected by means 

of a literature review, which covered topics such as sustainable development, 

environmental management, strategic planning and policy evaluation. The research 

question and sub questions are answered by combining the analysis of the primary 

data with findings from the secondary data, which results in a multi stage model of 

recommendations that could be considered for implementation into Rarotonga’s 

planning and waste management system. 
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1.5 Report(Structure(

The first chapter of the report is this introduction. The subsequent chapter contains a 

literature review in which sustainability, policy and practice, environmental 

management, strategic planning, and evaluation are linked to waste management 

planning in Rarotonga. It details the Rarotongan waste management planning 

framework and its legislative, regulatory and governmental components. Furthermore, 

the ‘Literature Review’ chapter identifies constraints and opportunities to waste 

management planning and contains two case studies that provide an international 

perspective to the Rarotongan situation. The ‘Context’ chapter details the intricacies 

of the Rarotongan waste management planning situation. It outlines contextual topics 

such as, physical geography, history, governance, culture, economy and the practical 

issues surrouding waste. The methodology, which follows the ‘Context’ chapter, 

outlines the theoretical framework of the study and explains practical matters 

associated with the research process. Moreover, it discusses the ethical aspects of the 

research and reflects on the research process. In the ‘Results and Discussion’ chapter 

the study’s results are presented with regard to the current status of Rarotonga's waste 

management planning system. It discusses constraints and opportunities for a more 

sustainable system, elucidates the impact of waste management planning on the 

people of Rarotonga, and constructs a number of potential development scenarios for 

the future. The ‘Recommendations’ chapter amalgamates all the findings of the 

research into a multi staged development model, which contains a number of 

applicable recommendations to further the sustainability, efficiency and future-

proofness of waste management planning in Rarotonga. The final thoughts and 

comments of the study are mentioned in the conclusion. 

!
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2 (((Literature(Review(
Waste(Management(and(Planning(in(a(Pacific(context:(Rarotonga(

2.1 Introduction(

The aim of this chapter is to argue that in the Pacific, and in Rarotonga specifically, a 

more strategic and uniform approach needs to be taken for policy and practice to 

achieve more efficient and sustainable waste management and planning outcomes. 

The chapter starts with a definitions section. This section outlines the definition of 

specific terminology that is frequently used throughout the chapter to offer guidance 

with regard to its interpretation. A section that discusses sustainable development on 

three different levels, ranging from a general overview of the concept to a more 

detailed level, follows. Subsequently, the ‘Policy and Practice’ section will give a 

broad brush illustration of policy and practice regarding waste management and 

planning in an international, Pacific regional and Rarotongan context. In the ‘Strategic 

Planning, Environmental Management and Evaluation’ section different approaches 

to long-term planning and evaluation of waste management are presented. To provide 

two different perspectives the ‘Case Studies’ section will emphasise a number of 

important aspects of sustainable waste management in New Zealand and the 

Netherlands. Finally, a section called ‘Opportunities’ will summarise the relevant 

theoretical factors that have the potential to contribute towards the recommendations 

of this study. The main themes and highlights of this chapter will be reiterated in the 

conclusion. 

2.2 Definitions(

Many definitions are given for particular terminology throughout this thesis. 

However, in this study four definitions are mentioned on a regular basis. For the 

interpretation of the definitions it is vital to set out the intended meanings in this 

section. 
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A vast range of definitions of waste exists (Crabbe and Leroy, 2008). In this chapter 

and throughout this study waste will be used in a generic sense, including bearing the 

meaning of land-based liquid and solid waste. Specific national and international 

definitions of waste are mentioned in section 2.4.2.3. 

Waste management planning, a twofold term, is often used in this study to indicate a 

dimension of waste management which involves the act of planning. It can be 

subdivided into two meanings. Firstly, it can refer to a practical and organisational 

activity, for example a waste contractor determines how staff are ought to physically 

separate solid waste. Secondly, it can also be utilised in a more theoretical and policy 

related sense, where waste management planning encompasses both planning and 

management processes, for example policy regarding waste management is developed 

in a government department and implemented in a government organisation. Implied 

in both meanings of waste management planning are the concepts of long-term 

sustainability, and the evaluation of waste management and planning processes. 

A holistic interpretation of sustainable development is adopted in this study. It 

embraces the World Commission on Environment and Development (WCED) 

definition and a three tiered composition, which is utilised by Overton and Scheyvens 

(1999) and Rogers et al. (2006), among others. In this form, it unites ecological, social 

and economic dimensions to achieve an all-encompassing concept for development in 

the Pacific. The definition will be further detailed in the ‘Sustainable Development’ 

section (2.3). 

According to the Oxford Dictionary (2011, future-proof, para. 1) the adjective ‘future-

proof’ means “unlikely to become obsolete”. In this study future-proof should be 

interpreted as when a system (i.e. the Rarotongan waste management planning 

system) is robust enough to withstand challenges in the long-term (using a timescale 

of decades rather than years), supposedly achievable by continuous self-reflection, 

evaluation and adaptation. This can include the utilisation of scenario approaches (see 

section 5). 
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2.3 Sustainable(Development(

2.3.1 Sustainable(Development,(an(Overview(

Sustainable development can be regarded as an overarching concept that informs the 

complex dynamics between environment, society and economy. It is an appropriate 

starting point for a discussion regarding the approach taken by the Cook Islands with 

regard to waste management and planning. Sustainable development is a vast subject 

area, therefore it will only be briefly touched upon in this section. It will be used to 

frame the topics of this research and to lead the investigation at a broad level. The 

research will gradually change its focus to a more detailed level by putting more 

emphasis on the Cook Islands and subsequently Rarotonga. Aspects of sustainable 

development will be utilised as deemed appropriate. The section is not to be regarded 

as an exhaustive discussion of sustainable development internationally or in the 

Pacific context, the scope of which is so exceptionally large that it would fill multiple 

volumes. 

Three dimensions of sustainability; social and economic development, and 

environmental conservation, are incorporated in this research (Overton and 

Scheyvens, 1999). They deserve therefore an introductory macro-level inspection 

before continuing with the meso and micro level investigation of waste management 

and planning in the Pacific, Cook Islands and Rarotonga, respectively. 

The term sustainable development has an erratic character. It was first put on the 

international agenda in the 1980s and features in a broad range of literature (Overton 

and Scheyvens, 1999). It is a widely utilised and popular term (Reid, 1995). The term 

is also inextricably connected with positive, just and fair practise in a multiplicity of 

fields. This association is understandable, as after all, nobody wishes to practise in an 

‘unsustainable’ manner (Reid, 1995). The concept of sustainable development is easy 

to criticise and treat sceptically, as will be demonstrated in the subsequent paragraphs. 

However, trying to define the concept is a greatly challenging task. 

A brave, and often debated, attempt to illuminate its meaning has been made by the 

drafters of the Brundtland report who stated that sustainable development “meets the 

needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet 
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their own needs” (World Commission on Environment and Development, 1987:24). 

This definition was initially irrevocably dismissed by academics as being vague and 

ambiguous (Overton and Scheyvens, 1999; Reid, 1995). 

Some academics, however, saw benefits in the wide scope of the definition. Not in the 

least because the definition’s vagueness led to support of certain moral principles that 

sustainable development endorses (Daly, 1992). The precautionary principle can be 

regarded as one of those moral principles as it relies in part on ones conscience 

whether or not precaution is taken to avoid any potential adverse effects on the 

environment in a given situation. Henryk Skolimowski (1995:196) similarly 

supported a wide definition by stating: “The idea of Sustainable Development, 

although broad, loose, and tinged with ambiguity around the edges, turned out to be 

palatable to everybody. This may have been its greatest virtue”. 

However, the proponents of the broad definition associated with sustainable 

development and its consecutive positive effects were opposed when some raised 

issues about the pragmatics of the concept. O'Riordan (1988:48), for example, stated 

that sustainable development was “a ‘good idea’ which cannot sensibly be put into 

practice” and Overton and Scheyvens (1999:1) contended that it “seems to offer little 

to inform practice beyond principles and platitudes”. 

In addition to the Brundtland report version of a sustainable development definition a 

vast number of definitions exist, each with its own distinct features and emphasis. 

However, they will not be discussed here. Despite the controversial nature of the 

WCED definition, this particular definition has gained the most widespread utilisation 

since its inception in the late 1980s (Elliott, 2006). 

The great challenge of initially defining the concept of sustainable development may 

have been complicated by the existence of different varieties of sustainable 

development. Overton and Scheyvens (1999) distinguish three dimensions of 

sustainable development, namely, ecological sustainability, sustainable economic 

development and social sustainable development (see Figure 1). Rogers et al. (2006) 

similarly divides sustainable development in three tiers, however, in this account the 

tiers are called ‘approaches’ to sustainable development rather than dimensions. 

Naturally an approach can be associated with a certain practical use. This indicates 
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that O’Riordan’s ‘good ideas’ (1988:48), as that is how he defined sustainable 

development, may have more practical applicability than it has been given credit for 

previously. When dissected, each of the different dimensions of sustainable 

development shows its own characteristics and therefore a different meaning. 

 
Figure 1 Three dimensions of sustainable development, compiled from Overton and Scheyvens (1999) 

The ecological sustainability dimension “places the environment at the centre of the 

sustainability debate” (Overton and Scheyvens, 1999:4), whereas sustainable 

economic development emphasises sustainable economic growth. Social sustainable 

development evolves around the principle of a stable, just and equal – and thus 

sustainable – society, as a precondition for a healthy environment in which prosperous 

development of the society can take place (Overton and Scheyvens, 1999; Rogers, et 

al., 2006). 

A social sustainable development paradigm can be distinguished from the literature. It 

will be elucidated by questioning the following: What is the use of sustainable 

development in an ecological and economic sense if the society aspiring to develop in 

a sustainable manner is unequal and unjust in itself (Overton and Scheyvens, 1999)? 

In such a case sustainability cannot be achieved. In other words the societal 

“preconditions” need to be right for true sustainable development across its three 

dimensions to be able to take place (Overton and Scheyvens, 1999:8). What is seen as 

right and wrong, however, is influenced by the dominant norms and values in the 

Ecological!
Sustainability!

Social!Sustainable!
Development!

Sustainable!
Economic!

Development!

Three!Dimensions!of!Sustainable!
Development!
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society of concern. As a result, determining the right societal preconditions for true 

sustainable development is a strongly normative exercise. The factors that have 

shaped Rarotonga’s normative environment are discussed in the ‘Context’ chapter. 

Although one can argue whether or not it has satisfactorily been proven that the 

concept of sustainable development has a significant practical use, the “principles” 

mentioned by Overton and Scheyvens (1999:1) can be utilised as parameters in the 

assessment of sustainable development in the Rarotongan waste management and 

planning context. The previously mentioned precautionary principle, which 

essentially promotes the avoidance of risk of unsustainable outcomes (Reid, 1995), 

can potentially inform a wide range of practical applications. The precautionary 

approach can be regarded as the mother of preventive approaches. Unfortunately 

certain activities within the Cook Islands waste management planning context have 

already led to unsustainable outcomes and need, in addition to prevention to avoid 

further degradation, a more reactive approach. 

The presently generally accepted WCED definition of sustainable development 

combined with a three tiered perception of the concept and tailored to the Pacific 

setting by Overton and Scheyvens (1999) – whose interpretation of sustainable 

development will be outlined in the following paragraphs, is most suitable for the 

purpose of this work. In this combined form it is most sympathetic to the Rarotongan 

context. 

A popular perspective in sustainable development literature with regard to the Pacific 

has often been “one which sees Pacific Island communities as the environmental 

victims of largely Western-generated environmental change” (Overton and 

Scheyvens, 1999:9). Instead of submitting to this stigma this particular project 

attempts to advocate the ‘inside-out’ perspective described by Overton and Scheyvens 

(1999) and potentially contributes to initiating from the inside out and from the 

bottom up strategic planning and (empowerment) evaluation, and thus a more 

sustainable waste management planning system in Rarotonga (Crabbe and Leroy, 

2008; Overton and Scheyvens, 1999). 
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2.3.2 Sustainable(Development(in(the(Pacific(

“The islands of the Pacific have not, to date, figured prominently in publications on 

sustainable development” (Overton and Scheyvens, 1999:2). Despite that sustainable 

development in its many guises has been relatively popular for a significant amount of 

time, its treatment in literature focused on Pacific islands and in particular Cook 

Islands waste management and planning frameworks has been largely neglected. 

There exists, however, a huge potential to learn lessons from the Pacific context with 

regard to sustainable development and apply them in similar and differing settings, as 

Beller et al. (1990:8) states: “lessons can be transferred among islands, and from 

island experience to continental areas, many of which are beginning to experience 

similar needs and problems”. Due to the complexity and uniqueness of Pacific islands 

contexts, the outcomes of a study of one island situation can never be applied in the 

exact same form in another situation. This is inherent to the nature of sustainable 

development, which takes a form that is highly specific to its context, and never are 

two island situations exactly the same. Nonetheless, lessons can be learnt in these 

situations while being aware of contextual limitations and differences and adopted in 

a flexible way by other places. In sum, a distinction can be made between two 

research approaches. One of them is comparative research from which the outcomes 

are to be transferred ‘one-on-one’ in a rigid fashion. The other approach is the one 

taken in this thesis, whereby one aims to learn broad, but important lessons from 

different settings and disciplines to improve waste management planning in 

Rarotonga while being sympathetic to its specific nature.  

Pacific islands are fragile in an ecological and economic sense and as a result among 

the first places to be affected by any type of global change (Overton and Scheyvens, 

1999; Thaman, et al., 2003). The Pacific Islands can also be “amongst the first to offer 

new ways forward” in terms of sustainable waste management (Overton and 

Scheyvens, 1999:12). The latter is another factor that justifies and warrants this 

particular research with its unique mixed perspective that utilises policy-making and 

best practice evaluation guidelines, strategic planning principles and community 

knowledge. 
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Although practical implementation of sustainable development has been questioned 

and contended by many, it can take place, not only in developing countries, but also in 

Small Island Developing States (SIDS) in the Pacific (Burt and Clerk, 1997; Overton 

and Scheyvens, 1999). Although, waste management and sustainability have been 

discussed in the literature on a Pacific regional level and on a national level for other 

Pacific countries such as Fiji and Samoa, the Cook Islands waste management and 

environmental context seems underplayed (Thaman, et al., 2003). This may have to 

do with a waste management situation that is perceived as being in a less severe 

condition than in the other mentioned island nations, nevertheless, it is worthwhile 

investigating opportunities for improvements as, while conditions might not be as dire 

as in Fiji or Samoa, they are not ideal either, as the following section will point out. 

2.3.3 Sustainable(Development(in(the(Cook(Islands(

Similar to the Pacific region context, the Cook Islands and more specific Rarotonga, 

rarely feature in sustainable development literature. Most pointers for sustainable 

development in the Cook Islands and Rarotonga are to be found in reports from the 

national government, international non-governmental agencies (South Pacific 

Regional Environment Programme, SPREP; Secretariat for the Pacific Community, 

SPC; United Nations Environment Programme, UNEP; etc.) and in newspaper 

articles. 

The Environmental Vulnerability Index (EVI) shows that sustainable development in 

the Cook Islands has a high potential to be negatively influenced (South Pacific 

Regional Environment Programme, 2005). The treatment of waste features 

prominently on the Cook Islands EVI chart and indicates the importance of 

strengthening this area. The United Nations Development Programme’s Millennium 

Development Goal 7; ‘Ensure environmental sustainability’, states that the Cook 

Islands can achieve this goal “if some changes are made”, presumably on practical 

and institutional levels (United Nations, 2007). This statement provides little guidance 

as to the type of development needed to achieve environmental sustainability in the 

Cook Islands. By studying Rarotonga’s waste management planning situation this 

thesis attempts to gain insights that might lead to a sustainable environment in the 

Cook Islands in the future. 
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The previous sources demonstrate that the Cook Islands are a fragile environment in 

an ecological sense. The Asian Development Bank (ADB) (2010, Factsheet, para. 1), 

from a sustainable economic development perspective, states that; 

Other threats to sustained economic growth include environmental vulnerability, 
infrastructure constraints and an emerging labour shortage while capacity constraints, 
weakening policy, planning, and project preparation, also impede development. 

Although there are apparent constraints and impediments to both ecological and 

economic sustainable development, these sources indicate that nonetheless the Cook 

Islands have the potential to develop sustainably. However, there are a number of 

issues that need addressing, for example the lack of national guidance: 

Our review found that although there is currently no national/overarching legal or policy 
framework for solid waste management in the Cook Islands, there exists a draft National 
Waste Management Strategy (Pitt, 2010, Major Audit Findings, para. 2). 

Studies have been conducted into the effectiveness of sustainable and integrated waste 

management systems on an international level; for example for New Zealand by 

Devlin (1999) and for Mexico by Palacio (2003); and in the Pacific region specifically 

by Thaman et al. (2003). Furthermore, general assessment has been undertaken of the 

long-term effectiveness of waste management systems on a practical and policy level 

(Ekvall, et al., 2007; Morrissey and Browne, 2004). However, there does not seem to 

be much literature that deals with the institutional, evaluation, policy and practical 

side of sustainable waste management systems in the Cook Islands, nor is there any 

literature on these specific topics in conjunction with long-term strategic planning in 

the Cook Island or Pacific context. 

This section has presented the concept of sustainable development and the different 

components that it comprises. It has outlined how sustainable development is 

represented in the international, Pacific and Cook Islands context; and to what extent 

these different levels of scale have been researched. Little evidence has been found of 

concrete research that has been conducted into Cook Islands sustainable development 

in relation with waste management planning, its evaluation, and the strategic approach 

that is associated with it. The lack of extensive research into the sustainability of the 

waste management planning system of the Cook Islands and Rarotonga justifies 

further scrutiny of this topic. The following section will detail international, Pacific 
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and Rarotongan approaches to sustainable waste management planning policy and 

practice. 

2.4 Policy(and(Practice(

2.4.1 The(International(and(Pacific(Picture((

Since the official adoption of the Basel Convention and the World Summit on 

Sustainable Development (WSSD) in the late 1980s, numerous initiatives have been 

undertaken across the globe to address the issues created by increasing amounts of 

waste. A wide range of literature is available that discusses international approaches 

to waste management planning (e.g. Hari Bansha Dulal, et al., 2011; Morrissey and 

Browne, 2004; Sakai, et al., 1997; Schmidt, et al., 2007; etc.). This section is not 

intending to discuss all existing waste management planning approaches mentioned in 

the literature in detail, nor is it offering an exhaustive overview of the waste 

management (and) planning field(s) in general, as both subject areas are too vast to do 

due justice to in one thesis, let alone in one section of this one chapter. This section 

rather seeks to provide a broad-brush illustration of how the Rarotongan system fits 

within international frameworks, which are relevant to the Pacific context. 

Sakai et al. (1997:350) states: “Most countries adhere to the premise of the ‘Waste 

Management Hierarchy”’, which indicates that on an international level an effort is 

being made to minimise production, maximise reuse and optimise recycling of (solid) 

waste. Adherence, however, does not mean that all international waste management 

systems are sound as the waste management hierarchy merely “…implies that some of 

the strategies for handling waste are more appropriate than others, from an 

environmental point of view” (Schmidt, et al., 2007:1520). 

Less obviously provided for in the waste management hierarchy, but nevertheless a 

pressing issue internationally and also in the Pacific, is the handling of liquid waste 

(e.g. Convard, et al., 2005; Fox, et al., 2007; Thaman, et al., 2003). Enabling and 

improving Integrated Waste Management (IWM), which is “a holistic approach to 

waste management…” that includes solid and liquid waste management, is a 

challenge internationally and across the entire Pacific (Thaman, et al., 2003:2). 
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IWM is an internationally accepted integrated approach to achieve long-term 

sustainable waste management (Pires, et al., 2011; Seadon, 2006; 2010; Zotos, et al., 

2009). However, to successfully achieve that result, the IWM approach should not be 

a component centred approach, but a holistically, strategically and multidisciplinary 

informed one. Ideally the IWM approach should cater for the economic and social 

dimensions of sustainable development (Seadon, 2006). These attributes can be 

considered as foundational principles for international IWM. 

The approach to waste management development in the Pacific has for a large extent 

been determined by SPREP. It produced among many other publications and 

initiatives, the Solid Waste Management Strategy for the Pacific Region – which was 

adopted in 2005 by many Pacific Island Countries (PICs) (South Pacific Regional 

Environment Programme, 2006), the Pacific Regional Solid Waste Management 

Strategy 2010-2015 (South Pacific Regional Environment Programme, 2009), and the 

International Waters Project 2001-2006 (Fox, et al., 2007). Before 2003, SPREP was 

also instrumental in the promotion of waste management across the Pacific, as 

illustrated by Thaman et al. (2003:5): 

SPREP has, for almost a decade, headed an active South Pacific Regional Pollution 
Prevention, Waste Minimization and Management Programme which has been used as 
the umbrella and justification for research and enabling activities related to waste 
management activities in the region. 

Similar to the international principles and approaches, their Pacific counterparts have 

emphasised the importance of a strategic and long-term approach as well as focussing 

on enabling policy and legislation (South Pacific Regional Environment Programme, 

2006). Furthermore, mention has been made of an increasing need for waste reduction 

and minimisation, capacity building, developing a framework around an integrated 

approach, and to make waste management economically sustainable (South Pacific 

Regional Environment Programme, 2009). The advantages of community 

participation systems and public private partnerships (PPPs), components related to 

the social sphere of sustainable development, are also presented as being highly 

significant contributors towards the improvement of waste management (Fox, et al., 

2007). Despite the huge investments made by organisations such as SPREP in Pacific 

waste management the achieved results are limited, as illustrated by Chape (2006:10) 

who states that, 
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…general awareness of environmental concerns has undoubtedly been raised as a result 
of national, regional and global agendas, and much good work has been done at sector 
and project level. However, the fact is that major environmental issues and problems 
have not been effectively dealt with – in fact in most cases their severity has increased… 

Several issues related to international waste management approaches are prominent in 

the literature. The main issue is the enormous volume of globally generated 

(municipal) waste (2.02 billion tonnes in 2006) and that this volume is estimated to 

increase with 8% per year between 2007 and 2011 (United Nation Environment 

Programme, 2009). Furthermore, measuring the success of particular approaches is a 

problem associated with environmental policy, which informs waste management 

(Crabbe and Leroy, 2008). 

Another issue is the legal definition of waste. “Despite European and international 

effort even the very definitions of waste vary, which causes huge problems in 

international comparative policy evaluation” (Crabbe and Leroy, 2008:35). The 

consequences of inconsistencies in these definitions (or sometimes a complete lack of 

definition, see section 2.4.2.1.1.1) can have far reaching devastating physical effects 

nationally and across borders (Twardowska, et al., 2004). 

The Pacific region is coping with issues similar to the ones that play in the 

international waste management arena, such as “increases in waste generation caused 

by economic and population growth” (South Pacific Regional Environment 

Programme, 2009:7). Also, although not mentioned earlier when discussing the 

international issues and approaches, climate change and global warming are major 

conundrums that impact countries across the globe. Arguably Small Island 

Developing States (SIDS), such as the ones in the Pacific, are prone to suffer the 

consequences of these environmental repercussions more than any other place. To 

avoid complications caused by the accumulation of the aforementioned global issues 

and local waste management problems a sound waste management planning 

framework is needed. As Madhoo (2010:30) states: 

Given that these countries [SIDS] are small in terms of geographical area and population, 
the degree of vulnerability they invite can be relatively larger. This will require the 
design of well-informed environmental policy to meet the global challenges locally. 
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However, there is also a vast array of issues specific to the Pacific context that 

directly impact upon the integrity of waste management in this geographical area. 

Roberts (2010b:263) broadly summarises these issues as follows: 

SIDS suffer from inherent economic and environmental vulnerability as well as from 
acquired environmental vulnerability associated with the externalities of economic and 
social development from endogenous and exogenous sources. 

More specific, and with particular relevance to solid waste, are the issues stated in the 

Pacific Regional Solid Waste Management Strategy 2010-2015 (see Table 1). 

Table 1 Issues stated in the Pacific Regional Solid Waste Management Strategy 2010-2015 (South Pacific 
Regional Environment Programme, 2009:7) 

A multitude of issues can also be distinguished with regard to waste management 

policy and legislation. For instance, it was mentioned in the 2006 Solid Waste 

Strategy for the Pacific Region that there was “inadequate surveillance, monitoring 

and enforcement” related to waste management in the Pacific region (South Pacific 

Regional Environment Programme, 2006:11). Furthermore, social issues related to 

policy-making and administration have the potential to complicate smooth operation 

of waste management systems: 

On small islands, most people are either closely related or know each other well... It is 
much more difficult to formulate and apply policies on their own merits, and decisions 
are inevitably highly influenced by personal and kinship relations (Beller, et al., 
1990:37).!

Finally, there are certain issues surrounding the theoretical model that informs 

practical applications that indirectly cause implications for a potentially sustainable 

waste management system; 

Limited!availability!of!suitable!land!on!small!islands!and!atolls!for!landfills!–!
exacerbated!by!customary!land!tenures,!and!NIMBY!attitudes!

Remoteness!of!many!PICTs!resulting!in!high!costs!for!consumables!for!waste!
management!(e.g.!spare!parts,!fuel,!monitoring!supplies)!that!must!be!
imported!

Small!and!sometimes!sparse!populations!which!limit!any!potential!economies!
of!scale!

Limited!institutional,!and!human!resources!capacity!
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…the conventional development model, followed by governments in our shared Pacific 
Islands region, is fundamentally inadequate for addressing the broad social, economic, 
environmental, political, and cultural development needs confronting the Pacific Islands 
today... …the present approach to development in the Pacific Islands requires 
fundamental reframing and redirection (Halapua, 1997:22). 

Internationally and in the Pacific region aspects of IWM contribute to approaches that 

have been adopted in an attempt to achieve sustainable waste management systems. 

Due to a raft of limitations, encompassing environmental, economic, social, and 

institutional constraints, the approaches have had limited success in achieving 

sustainable outcomes. Compared to the international context similar issues are 

surrounding waste management approaches in the Pacific, such as global warming, 

climate change, and ever-increasing amounts of generated waste. However, the 

Pacific region also has a large variety of unique multifaceted issues to overcome with 

regard to waste management that stretch across the three dimensions of sustainable 

development. Undoubtedly parallels can be drawn between the aforementioned macro 

and meso level approaches and issues, and the situation at micro level. Conversely 

unique characteristics will be identified in the Rarotonga case. 

2.4.2 The(Rarotonga(Case(

2.4.2.1 The(Status(of(Waste(Management(and(Planning(Systems(

The macro and meso level approaches and issues associated with waste management 

planning also have their micro level equivalents on the island of Rarotonga. In this 

section both approaches and issues surrounding waste management planning in 

Rarotonga are discussed. There is only a limited amount of literature available that 

treats the topics of this section at the specific Rarotongan level. As a result, some 

issues that play at this level are derived from government documents that discuss the 

Cook Islands as a whole. In some cases generalisations are drawn from South Pacific 

literature and applied to the Rarotongan context. This diversion to South Pacific 

literature only occurs in case I have personally witnessed issues surrounding waste 

management planning in Rarotonga, which are not specifically discussed in Cook 

Island/Rarotongan literature or reports. 

Before detailing the specific approaches and issues in Rarotonga it needs to be 

elucidated here that, referring back to section 2.3.1, all three dimensions of 

sustainable development (see Figure 1) are represented in Rarotonga’s waste 
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management and planning policies and practices as well as in the corresponding 

issues. The tourism industry is an excellent example that demonstrates integration of 

all three dimensions. 

Sustainable economic growth (the first dimension of sustainable development) in 

Rarotonga is largely fostered by the tourism industry, which contributes 60% to the 

country’s GDP (New Zealand Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade, 2011, Economic 

Situation, para. 2). Tourism adds, however, to the increasing quantity of waste 

streams on the island. This results in an increase in pressure on the environment 

(complicating the achievement of ecological sustainability – the second dimension of 

sustainable development), which has the potential to adversely affect sustainable 

growth in the vital tourism sector (Tangianau, 2004). Additionally tourism can divide 

the community due to the unequal distribution of wealth and negatively influence 

local culture (which impedes social sustainable development – the third dimension of 

sustainable development) (Scheyvens and Purdie, 1999). 

Despite certain limitations the Cook Islands have generally taken similar approaches 

to sustainable waste management compared to the wider Pacific and international 

communities. They too have made attempts to incorporate sustainability and IWM 

principles in shaping those approaches. Due to issues that are akin to the ones that are 

prominent in the Pacific and internationally, these approaches have had variable 

degrees of success. The inconsistency in achieving success is highly attributable to the 

lack of clarity in the existing waste management structure, as will become apparent in 

the next section, which outlines the statutory framework for waste management 

planning in the Cook Islands. 

2.4.2.1.1 Statutory!Framework!

This section presents a summarised overview of the major legislation, government 

organisations and plans associated with waste management planning in Rarotonga. 
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2.4.2.1.1.1 Legislation*

There is a variety of Cook Islands legislation that has relevance to the environment 

(see Table 2). The next paragraph will discuss the most important legislation with 

regard to waste management and planning. 

Table 2 Cook Islands legislation with relevance to waste management and planning 

In 2003 the Cook Islands Environment Act  (hereafter ‘Environment Act’) was 

enacted, repealing its predecessor, the Rarotongan Environment Act 1994-95. The 

Environment Act established the National Environment Service (NES) and gave legal 

weight to the assessment of effects on the environment of certain developments by 

means of Environmental Impact Assessments (EIAs) (Cook Islands Government, 

2002). Development applications including EIAs are determined by the Rarotongan 

Island Environment Authority (IEA). The IEA for Rarotonga consists of members 

appointed by the minister and is among other duties tasked to “participate in preparing 

the work programme of the Service [NES]” (Cook Islands Government, 2003, 

s12(1)(f)). NES in co-operation with the IEA is accountable to the minister and 

reports on an annual basis on its progress. 

2.4.2.1.1.2 Government*Organisations*

The four major governmental bodies involved in waste management and planning in 

Rarotonga are the National Environment Service (NES), Ministry of Infrastructure 

and Planning (MOIP), Ministry of Health (MOH), and the Central Policy and 

Planning Office (CPPO). The following paragraphs will highlight the main waste 

management planning related functions of each body. 

Public!Health!Act!2004!

Environment!Act!2003!

ReTuse!of!Bottles!Act!1988!

Marine!Pollution!Act!1974!

Land!Use!Act!1969!
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NES has a strategic and executive function, which includes environmental monitoring 

and compliance regarding waste management under the Environment Act (National 

Environmental Service, 2011). Education and awareness campaigns with regard to 

waste and recycling are also part of NES’ mandate. 

The Ministry of Infrastructure and Planning was formed in November 2009 under 
Cabinet Minute CM(08)569 and Executive Council Minute ECM(09)31. These directives 
merged the functions of the Office of the Minister of Outer Islands (OMIA) and the 
Ministry of Works (MOW) under one Ministry (Ministry of Infrastructure and Planning, 
2011, Who Are We?, para. 1). 

Part of MOIP’s portfolio is the physical operation of waste management facilities on 

Rarotonga and Aitutaki (one of the outer islands). 

The executive head of the MOH is the Secretary of Health, whose function is 

established by the 2004 Cook Islands Public Health Act (hereafter ‘Health Act’) 

(Cook Islands Government, 2004). The Health Act encompasses provisions that 

empower health inspectors appointed by the Secretary to undertake monitoring and 

enforcement tasks related to waste (waste has its own dedicated section in the Health 

Act, Part 6). For liquid waste subsidiary legislation, the Public Health Sewage 

Regulations, passed in 2008, established a Sewage and Sanitation Board (Cook 

Islands Government, 2008). The Sewage and Sanitation Board is assigned with 

several functions surrounding the regulation of liquid waste including approving 

“performance criteria for sewage systems” (Cook Islands Government, 2008, 

s5(1)(c)). 

According to the Office of the Prime Minister website, the CPPO is “responsible for 

administering the National Sustainable Development Plan for the Cook Islands 

Government” (2008, Central Policy and Planning Office, para. 2). Additionally, it 

administers a series of national, regional and international programmes and advises 

the government about appropriate national policy across a number of focus areas 

(Office of the Prime Minister, 2008). 

Table 3 shows the different main functions of the four governmental bodies associated 

with waste management and planning in Rarotonga. The table illustrates that there is 

duplication of functions in planning and policy, and in monitoring and enforcement. 
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Table 3 Main functions of governmental bodies associated with waste management planning 

2.4.2.1.1.3 Plans*and*Strategies*

A number of Cook Islands plans and strategies are relevant to this study. They have 

been depicted in Figure 2 and are outlined in the following paragraphs. 

 
Figure 2 Plans and strategies relevant to waste management planning in Rarotonga 
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In 2007 the Government of the Cook Islands drafted a document titled ‘Te Kaveinga 

Nui’, which includes a “pathway that sets out a 15 year visionary framework called 

‘Living the Cook Islands Vision – A 2020 Challenge’ ” (Government of the Cook 

Islands, 2007:8). Although the strategic outcomes in the document suggest the 

importance of sustainable economic development in conjunction with social and 

ecological sustainability, the visionary statements supporting the strategic outcomes 

suggest an emphasis on economic growth. 

Developed as a strategic starting point under the overarching visionary framework in 

‘Te Kaveinga Nui’, the 2007-2010 National Sustainable Development Plan (NSDP) 

identifies eight strategic goals for sustainable development. Goal four, most relevant 

to this study, aims to achieve “sustainable use and management of our environment 

and natural resources” (Government of the Cook Islands, 2007:12). Every strategic 

goal is combined with a performance overview and strategic outlook in which 

challenges, strategies and targets are formulated to structure the process of achieving 

the goal. The main strategy concerning waste reads: “improve management of solid, 

liquid and other forms of wastes, minimising the human health effects and impacts on 

the environment” (Government of the Cook Islands, 2007:36-37). Part of the targets 

related to this strategy are the development of a Cook Islands National Waste Strategy 

by 2008, an integrated solid waste management plan by 2010, an integrated liquid 

waste policy by 2010, and Rarotonga sewage management upgrades by 2007. 

A need for sustainable development in the Cook Islands was acknowledged in the 

National Environmental Strategic Action Framework 2005-2009 (NESAF) along side 

the necessity to address the effects of globalisation, climate change and increasing 

amounts of waste (Tangianau, 2004). Mandated by the Environment Act it details a 

framework for sustainable environmental and resource management. It includes three 

programmes of strategic action, one of these programmes evolving around waste 

management and pollution prevention. The NESAF incorporates holistic, integrated 

waste management, and sustainable development principles. This is reflected, for 

example, by the inclusion of directives targeting planning, policies, regulations, 

capacity building, training and education. 
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The Cook Islands National Waste Strategy provides a National Policy Framework for 

the sustainable management of waste (Maunsell Limited, 2004). Additionally it 

describes a Rarotonga Solid Waste Management Strategy. Currently it is Rarotonga’s 

only strategic document that provides structure and guidance for the management of 

waste, even though to date the Cook Islands government has not officially adopted it. 

As a result it has formally a draft document status (Pitt, 2010). 

The previously mentioned plans and strategies are not only instigated by national 

legislation. According to Te Kaveinga Nui, NESAF and the National Report to the 

WSSD, the Cook Islands are signatories to a number of international and regional 

conventions and protocols (see Appendix A), which further inform local waste 

management policy and practice (Cook Islands Government, 2002; Government of 

the Cook Islands, 2007; Tangianau, 2004). 

The Cook Islands and Rarotonga’s framework for waste management planning is 

summarised in Figure 3, which shows a complex mix of legislation leading via (draft) 

strategies and plans to diffused roles for different government organisations. 

 
Figure 3 Cook Islands waste management planning framework 
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2.4.2.2 Effects(of(Waste(Management(Planning(on(Rarotongans(

Although “there is limited hard data on the actual impacts of waste management”, it is 

apparent that Cook Islanders and Rarotongans are affected by waste management and 

planning policies and practices (Thaman, et al., 2003:7). The social, economic and 

environmental ‘web of life’, commonly referred to as society or economy, which is 

even more tightly knit on an island like Rarotonga than in the continental context, 

connects all actors and actions. This means that every action, for example an action 

associated with waste management planning, has an effect on the people living there 

(Brady, 2005). 

Policies and practice affect Cook Islanders in a number of ways. On a social level 

they can have the potential to contribute to the quality of the physical environment, 

which directly influences the physical and mental wellbeing of Rarotongans and other 

Cook Islanders. The Ministry of Health is assigned with ensuring high public health 

standards and regulates effects of waste management planning through the monitoring 

of factors that can adversely impact upon people’s health. 

On an economic level waste management policies and practice can influence the 

feasibility and profitability of waste processing, which in turn affects peoples’ 

livelihoods (Purdie, 1999). An enabling policy environment that enables market 

functioning in the waste management sector is therefore crucial. As exemplified in 

section 2.4.2.1, Cook Islanders, including Rarotongans, are highly dependent on their 

natural and physical environment, which is ideally in a clean and appealing state for 

tourism, the main generator of income for the nation. As in an island context ‘lines are 

short’ when it comes to the effects of waste management planning on inhabitants, 

reliance on long-term sustainable waste management planning to avoid adverse 

effects of one sustainable development dimension on another is inevitable. 

2.4.2.3 Constraints(in(Policy(and(Practice(

From the previously described plans and strategies several constraints to the 

successful functioning of Rarotongan waste management planning can be derived. 

Only the internal constraints are detailed here as it is beyond the scope of this study to 

resolve the issues caused by external constraints such as the “lack of sustainable 
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funding for waste management”, climate change and globalisation (Thaman, et al., 

2003:7). 

A number of Rarotonga’s internal constraints are also experienced in the wider Pacific 

region and internationally, for instance the lack of quantitative data generation to 

enable environmental monitoring and enforcement, which is mentioned in the NSDP. 

Crabbe and Leroy (2008) attribute difficulties in measuring effectiveness of policy to 

the often complex nature of policy and ‘time-lag’, which causes the effects of policy 

to take a long time to show. Time-lag may impede an immediate exhibition of 

successfully implemented effects of waste management policy in Rarotonga. 

However, untimely implemented policy, policy gaps, and a general lack of monitoring 

and enforcement seem to cause that waste management planning in Rarotonga is stuck 

in a vicious cycle. Furthermore, according to Crabbe and Leroy (2008) the complex 

nature of environmental policy can potentially complicate the evaluation of its 

specific components. As policy outcomes are the sum of multiple parts influenced by 

internal and external effects, and the receiving environment, and because policy can 

be weakened or strengthened by paralleled policy from other government 

departments, outcomes are not easily measurable or attributable to one specific policy. 

Confusion over the responsibilities of the various government departments exists and 

is caused by inconsistent legislation, typified as “ineffective legal arrangements” by 

Thaman (2003:7), which further exacerbates the issue of policy evaluation in the 

Cook Islands and Rarotonga. 

Huge deficiencies in institutional and human resource capacities, as seen in the wider 

Pacific (South Pacific Regional Environment Programme, 2009), are also to be found 

in the Cook Islands and directly affect the quality of environmental management in 

Rarotonga (Government of the Cook Islands, 2007). A reoccurring theme in the 

Pacific shared by Rarotonga and stated in the NSDP, is the limited availability of land 

and the weak nature of policies associated with land use. 

Additionally, a “lack of coordinated inter-sectoral management of natural resources 

and environmental programmes” is stated in the NSDP (Government of the Cook 

Islands, 2007:33). The NSDP further demonstrates that tackling the issues associated 

with waste management is complicated by “the presence of different agencies with 
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overlapping responsibilities with little, or in some cases no sharing of information, 

and or coordination of efforts”, and furthermore because “critical issues are not 

addressed and if addressed, at times even duplication of efforts is found” 

(Government of the Cook Islands, 2007). 

Both the legislative and governmental frameworks for the planning and management 

of waste in the Cook Islands and Rarotonga – the same system essentially applies to 

both, are rather fragmented and complex in nature. The different governmental 

functions (see Table 2) are insufficiently structured and managed. Compounding the 

issue are “weak structural and organisational capacities and capabilities amongst key 

agencies managing our natural resources”, which are exemplified by the lack of 

realisation of targets set for certain objectives in the NSDP (Government of the Cook 

Islands, 2007). 

For example, unlike the target set in the NSDP, a Cook Islands National Waste 

Strategy was not developed by 2008 and neither was the integrated solid waste 

management plan realised by 2010. Instead, the existing and not formally recognised 

(2004) draft version of this strategy is still waiting to undergo a process of community 

consultation under the supervision of MOIP (Government of the Cook Islands, 2007). 

With regard to liquid waste a Sewage and Sanitation Board was established in 2008, 

however an integrated liquid waste policy was not drafted as planned by 2010. 

Though, a recent donation of the New Zealand government is expected to “help 

develop a national sanitation plan of action” (Anonymous, 2011). 

As eluded to earlier in section 2.4.1, the definition of waste is a problematic issue 

internationally. In line with the international situation a few abnormalities regarding 

the definition of waste in Cook Islands legislation exist that have an effect on the 

Rarotongan case. The most prominent anomaly is that the Environment Act 

completely lacks a definition of waste, instead it uses the word ‘pollution’ and in 

conjunction describes a number of associated adverse effects on the environment. 

In contrast, the Health Act (Cook Islands Government, 2004, s3), which informs 

monitoring and enforcement surrounding waste management, includes the following 

definition of waste: 
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“Waste” includes the following: 

(a) Garbage, refuse, or litter; 

(b) Hazardous waste; 

(c) Wastewater; 

(d) Building and demolition waste; 

(e) Other discarded or superfluous things from open fires, incinerators, or industrial, 
commercial, mining, agricultural, community, or other activities; 

(f) Any other thing declared by the Queen's Representative by Order in Executive 
Council to be waste for the purposes of this Act; 

The same definition is utilised in the draft waste management strategy (Maunsell 

Limited, 2004). Despite that this definition is not being exhaustive it provides some 

clarity as to what involves waste in the Cook Islands context. However, it does not, 

for example, provide the broadness of the New Zealand definition (Ministry for the 

Environment, 2010:8), “any material, solid, liquid or gas, that is unwanted and/or 

unvalued, and discarded or discharged by its owner”, or the detail of the Basel 

Convention definition (EIONET, 2009, Waste, para. 2), “any substance or object in 

the categories set out in Annex I [a list of 45 waste categories] which the holder 

discards or intends or is required to discard”. 

A separate discourse exists in the literature that is dedicated to delving into the realm 

of legal semantics and promoting the importance of the legal definition of waste in 

environmental legislation and policy. However, further detailed scrutinising of this 

matter will not take place here as it is considered to be outside the scope of this thesis. 

Nevertheless, it needs emphasis that using correct and comprehensive definitions of 

waste is highly desirable in this field. As Twardowska (2004:14) clearly states, if 

caution is not exercised in this area “it can bring about disastrous consequences”. 

2.5 Strategic(Planning,(Environmental(Management(and(Evaluation(

It has become apparent from the previous sections that in Rarotonga planning, 

environmental management, and evaluation within waste management are applied, 

but with limited success. For policy and practice to achieve more efficient and 
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sustainable waste management planning outcomes, greater emphasis is needed on the 

long-term sustainability component of planning that encompasses these issues. A 

strategic planning and management approach with sound evaluation of processes and 

outcomes has the potential to contribute to a waste management system that is more 

future-proof. In this section concepts associated with strategic planning, 

environmental management and evaluation that figure in environmental literature will 

be explained. The relevance of these concepts to the Rarotongan waste management 

planning situation will be explained in section 7, which identifies opportunities for 

waste management planning in Rarotonga. 

Although the sources consulted in this section are from a predominantly business 

management branch of literature, they are considered relevant for this thesis as many 

of the concepts derived from these sources are applicable to environmental 

governance and public sector management, issues that are an inherent part of the 

context within which the waste management planning framework in Rarotonga is 

positioned. 

2.5.1 Strategic(Planning(

According to Kobus (2003:11) “strategic planning is a cyclic process”. It is a process 

that incorporates stages in which consecutively data is collected; a vision is 

developed; existing problems are assessed; objectives are formulated; long-term 

strategies are drafted; short-term action plans are drafted; strategies and plans are 

implemented; implementations are monitored and evaluated; and data is fed back into 

the system (Kobus, 2003; Stead and Stead, 2004). Figure 4 depicts strategic planning 

as a perpetual process. 
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Figure 4 The strategic planning cycle, adapted from Kobus (2003:11) 

Once a vision that includes sustainability principles has been developed in an 

organisation or government, a strategy can be devised and goals can be formulated for 

long-term and short-term strategies (Kobus, 2003; Stead and Stead, 2004). Stead and 

Stead (2004:104) define the term ‘strategy’ as follows: 

…a strategy is a comprehensive plan or stream of decisions that relates the strategic 
advantages of a firm [or other type of organisation or government] with its external 
opportunities and threats in order to accomplish organizational goals and objectives. 

Strategic planning includes concepts such as long-term thinking, systems-thinking and 

organisational culture. Strategic managers in organisations or governments play 

crucial roles in the strategic planning process: 

It is the responsibility of strategic managers to define the organizations mission and goals 
and to formulate SSM [Sustainable Strategic Management] strategies to fulfil the mission 
and meet the goals (Stead and Stead, 2004:48). 

Madu (2007:92) states, “strategic planning requires adopting a vision for the future”, 

which implies the long-term scope of strategic planning. Sustainable development in 

turn has a similar trait, as Overton and Scheyvens (1999:3) demonstrate: 

…sustainable development also presents a long-term strategic goal rather than a short-
term policy agenda. To be ‘sustainable’ our environmental, economic and social systems 
have to be able to exhibit a high degree of stability and integrity over a very long period 
of time. This repositions the horizon for development far into the future and across 
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succeeding generations, rather than into what can be foreseen easily in planning or 
project cycles. 

However, this does not mean that waste management planning programmes with short 

time frames cannot be effective. Rogers et al. (2006:82), for example, states the 

following: “that small, local sustainable development projects work is undeniable”. 

Furthermore, an adaptive systems approach that incorporates all dimensions of 

sustainability to address environmental management and in particular waste 

management planning has been strongly promoted in the literature (Brady, 2005; 

Seadon, 2006; Stead and Stead, 2004; Vedung, 1997). 

Just as nations have one or multiple cultures, so too do organisations have cultures 

that include “norms, values, and assumptions” (Stead and Stead, 2004:14). In certain 

cases foundational values and assumptions need to be adjusted in order to achieve a 

qualitative change in terms of sustainable strategic management in organisations or 

government (Stead and Stead, 2004). If such qualitative change is needed certain 

requirements exist for successful “effective planned change” (Stead and Stead, 

2004:13). Three basic requirements for organisational and cultural change adapted 

from Stead and Stead (2004:13) are stated in Table 4. 

Table 4 Three requirements for qualitative change in organisations or governments (adapted from Stead 
and Stead, 2004) 

Giving effect to these requirements advances an organisation’s culture to a state that 

potentially leads to a range of improvements that stretch across the three dimensions 

of sustainable development (see Table 5). 
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Table 5 Improvements related to environmental management as a potential result of qualitative change in 
an organisation's culture (Madu, 2007:91) 

Brady (2005:410) argues that because the social and economic dimensions of 

sustainable development are founded on the environmental dimension, that dimension 

is the perfect “strategic entry point” for high-level environmental management. Being 

such an ideal starting point it should especially be given priority in strategic planning 

related to sustainable development and waste management. Extending this theory, and 

reasoning hypothetically, utilising this entry point should not on the long-term distract 

from, but rather display the potential to strengthen the social and economic spheres of 

sustainability. 

2.5.2 Environmental(Management(

Different views exist of what exactly entails environmental management, one of them 

is the perspective of Rogers et al. (2006:158): 

…environmental management is not about management of the environment; it is about 
management of developmental activities within the limits of the assimilative capacity of 
the environment. 

Themes that arose from the literature concerned with environmental management 

were; alignment of policies across ministries and public sectors, top management 

commitment, monitoring and reporting on environmental status, and integrated 

thinking. Rogers et al. (2006) noted that umbrella policies from a single 

environmental management ministry only work if those policies are aligned with 

other ministries and the public sector. According to Madu (2007) top management 

(government officials’) commitment is vital for the provision of a mission and vision 
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for environmental management. This level of management also plays a considerable 

role in, through the demonstration of its commitment, creating carrying capacity for 

the management vision and mission among members of their organisations and the 

wider community. Farncombe et al. (2005) likewise endorses the importance of 

commitment of leaders to increase environmental benefits. All of the aforementioned 

are crucial elements for successful strategic planning. However, top management, 

which can be substituted by the term government, unfortunately does not always 

devote the needed resources to an environmental cause such as waste management 

planning. 

Monitoring and reporting, including reporting to the public on environmental matters 

such as waste management planning, are vital components of environmental 

management (Brady, 2005). Due to an increasing international awareness of an 

uncoordinated approach to environmental management in businesses and government 

in the past a movement towards an “integrated approach to environmental, social and 

economic issues under the umbrella of sustainable development” exists (Brady, 

2005:406). This awareness leads to integrated thinking in the realm of environmental 

governance, which can be easily associated with the systems-thinking approach from 

strategic planning. On-going issues internationally between the governmental, 

corporate, and/or public arena, have increased awareness of importance of better 

integration of functions and management systems (Brady, 2005). 

Although increasing awareness of the importance of integrated management is a trend 

that can lead to potential benefits for waste management planning, integration of 

functions and management is often only undertaken on an operational level, while it 

should inform high-level strategic planning and decision-making to be effective 

(Brady, 2005). This implies a crucial need to include environmental management and 

sustainability principles in top-level strategy formulation and governance. 

2.5.2.1 Environmental(Management(and(the(Community(

Throughout the different types of literature studied for this project, ranging from 

public sector and environmental policy evaluation to sustainable development in 

SIDS, a reoccurring theme has been the importance of community participation in 

environmental management (e.g. Crabbe and Leroy, 2008; Madhoo, 2010; Overton 
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and Scheyvens, 1999; Vedung, 1997; etc.). Including the community in waste 

management planning related decision-making can result in certain benefits. One 

major advantage of a partnership between the government and the community is the 

potential to improve local government processes related to waste management 

planning (Madu, 2007). Madu (2007) states that on a strategic planning level it is 

essential that in addition to the government, interest groups (e.g. environmental action 

groups) are consulted in the process of development of environmental strategies. 

2.5.3 Evaluation(

The field of environmental policy assessment – a branch of evaluation studies, is vast. 

There is no intention to even remotely cover the majority of concepts associated with 

this field. The limited amount of sources that was studied for this section nevertheless 

referred to a few interesting and relevant aspects of environmental policy evaluation 

that could prove applicable to the Rarotonga case. This section will briefly discuss 

aspects related to evaluation, such as evaluation being instrumental for strategic 

planning, the role of politics in evaluation, and factors influencing the quality of 

evaluation. 

Vedung (1997:3) defines evaluation as “careful retrospective assessment of the merit, 

worth and value of administration, output, and outcome of government interventions, 

which is intended to play a role in future, practical action situations”. However, 

evaluation can also be seen as a prospective assessment process, which is how it can 

be utilised in certain strategic planning approaches. Evaluation is a vital component of 

strategic planning (see Figure 4) as data generated through the evaluation process can 

be utilised to predict the environmental future (environmental forecasting) upon 

which strategies can be based (Stead and Stead, 2004). Stead and Stead (2004:74) 

note that, 

…the turbulence in the business environment [but arguably also in a wider holistic 
environment or economy such as the Cook Islands'] is characterized by novel, 
discontinuous change, meaning that predicting the future based on the past is very 
difficult. 

As the past is not always a great benchmark to predict the future, a multi-scenario 

approach can be deemed suitable as a next step in the evaluation process. Stead and 

Stead (2004:75) describe scenarios as “stories based on mental models of the future”. 
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A scenario approach can provide a degree of flexibility to the strategic planning 

process when different possible future environmental trends are aligned with 

applicable (waste management) planning strategies. 

Often evaluation research is commissioned, but little or no notice is taken of its 

outcomes and sometimes implementations are made before the evaluation report is 

produced, which illustrates that despite their importance “evaluations are blatantly 

neglected” (Vedung, 1997:265). Vedung (1997) also emphasises the significance of 

the role and influence of politics in evaluation processes. Along similar lines Bochel 

and Duncan (2007:173) note the connection between (environmental policy) 

evaluation and political accountability: 

…evaluation [of policy] also makes real the prospect of both internal and public 
accountability since, without the clear statement of objectives and evidence to measure 
outcomes against target objectives, it is impossible to assess whether policy is effective, 
whether achievements match political rhetoric, and whether resources have been used 
wisely. 

Commensurate with Vedung (1997) a number of other aspects should also be taken 

into account to ensure quality evaluation. One of those aspects is the positionality of 

the evaluator, as evaluation can be conducted as self-assessment (internally initiated 

and conducted) or external assessment. External assessment would generally be 

preferable for evaluations of which the outcomes could potentially be politically 

sensitive. Whether the focus of evaluation should be on the process utilised to achieve 

the project or programme’s outcomes or specifically on its results, is another 

important consideration. However, no matter what the focus of quality evaluation is, 

“users learn from process as well as findings” (Vedung, 1997:278). Finally, and 

essential for any planning process that incorporates some form of evaluation, 

consideration needs to be given to the criteria used for evaluation. The criteria can 

either be descriptive (based on values of others) or prescriptive (based on values of 

the evaluator) (Vedung, 1997). According to Vedung (1997) a combination of 

evaluation methods has the most potential to lead to high quality evaluation. 

2.6 Case(Studies(

An applicable case study for this section would have been one on waste management 

planning in the former Dutch Antilles in the Caribbean Sea. It would have made an 
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interesting comparison with the Cook Islands, as the waste management and planning 

situation in the Caribbean most likely has similarities with the Pacific context. 

However, according to Beller et al. (1990) one should be cautious in drawing parallels 

between island contexts, as not all islands are the same and therefore comparable. 

Islands with similar populations, land surfaces, climates, geographic locations, 

transport opportunities and vicinity to mainland are safer to compare than islands 

from polar opposites in terms of population or land size (Beller, et al., 1990). Due to 

the constraints further detailed in the ‘Methodology’ chapter (4), though, the Dutch 

Antilles will not feature in this thesis as a case study. 

Although their contexts are very different from that of the Pacific, the achievements 

of New Zealand and The Netherlands in the area of waste management policy-making 

and implementation are nevertheless notable. These two cases where chosen as I am 

personally connected with both contexts and consider that both of them entail 

valuable and useful characteristics associated with waste management planning. 

In line with the recommendation of Beller et al. (1990) to act with caution when 

comparing SIDS with each other, it would be inappropriate to compare the cases of 

New Zealand and the Netherlands with Rarotonga. This study of Rarotonga’s waste 

management planning system can be considered as a case study in its own right and 

therefore these additional two cases will merely be used to put matters into 

perspective. Rather than comparing both cases with the Cook Islands situation, an 

attempt is made to highlight potentially useful aspects from their approaches to 

sustainable waste management planning, which can serve as guidelines for 

progressing Rarotonga’s systems. Despite that a direct comparison between the 

different cases is avoided, the inclusion of these case studies is justified by the 

universal applicability, which has been derived from the literature previously, of 

certain governance, strategic planning and evaluation principles, of which aspects can 

be found in both cases. Even though contextual specificity is key in the application of 

sustainable development principles overarching themes with regard to waste 

management exist, which are to varying degrees transferable. Due to limited resources 

the effort of highlighting potentially useful aspects has a very narrow scope. It will 

encompass aspects relating to governance and legislation, strategic planning and 

evaluation. 
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2.6.1 Governance(and(legislation((

The Dutch legislative framework for waste management is highly influenced by 

European guidelines and legislation (see Figure 5). The Environmental Management 

Act 1993 requires the regular drafting (every six years), implementation and 

evaluation of National Waste Management Programmes (Landelijke Afvalbeheer 

Plannen, LAPs) in the Netherlands. National, provincial and municipal authorities 

have to give effect to the LAP (Agentschap NL, 2010). 

 
Figure 5 The Dutch legislative and organisational framework for waste management, adapted from Reezigt 
(2009:12) 

New Zealand takes guidance from international conventions to inform its waste 

management strategy (see Figure 6). In addition to the Waste Minimisation Act 2008; 

the Local Government Act 2002, the Hazardous Substances and New Organisms Act 

1996, the Climate Change Response Act 2002, and the Resource Management Act 

1991 play integral roles in New Zealand’s waste management framework. 

In both countries the administration of waste management is the primary 

responsibility of departments of central government ministries. In the Netherlands the 
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Waste Management Department of the Ministry for Infrastructure and Environment is 

tasked with all waste management related functions (Agentschap NL, 2010). From the 

Ministry for Infrastructure and Environment (national level) waste management 

related responsibilities are hierarchically delegated to subordinate tiers of 

government; the provincial and municipal authorities (Minsterie van VROM, 2010). 

 
Figure 6 The New Zealand legislative framework for waste management (Ministry for the Environment, 
2010:4) 

In New Zealand the Ministry for the Environment is responsible for waste 

management (Seadon, 2010). New Zealand does not have a National Waste 

Management Plan or Programme like the Netherlands. However, in New Zealand the 

Waste Minimisation Act requires local authorities to draft waste minimisation and 

management plans, which have to be reviewed every six years, a similar reviewing 

cycle as for the Dutch LAP. In addition to the Waste Minimisation Act 2008 and the 

plans it gives effect to, the New Zealand legislative framework for waste management 

encompasses National Environmental Standards that inform district and regional 

plans under the Resource Management Act 1991. The Local Government Act 2002 

requires drafting of long-term council community plans. New Zealand’s local 

authorities manage their waste by administering measures included in the 

aforementioned collection of plans. 
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Additionally, both countries use a variety of other measures for waste management, 

such as waste disposal levies in New Zealand and various levies and taxes, including 

packaging levies, and financial incentives for producers to take responsibility for the 

materials they are producing (the Dutch way of encouraging product stewardship) in 

the Netherlands (Ministry for the Environment, 2010; Minsterie van VROM, 2010). 

Seadon (2010) writes about how intricately linked and complex the connections are in 

New Zealand between different government departments and other players involved 

with waste management, which undoubtedly leads to the difficult alignment of waste 

management policy. The evaluation of the previous generation LAP found that the 

formulation of all waste management policy for the Netherlands in one plan had 

positive effects in terms of its streamlining and uniformity. Due to this single uniform 

approach there are few issues surrounding the inter-sector or inter-ministerial 

alignment of waste management policies in the Netherlands (Minsterie van VROM, 

2010). 

Both countries’ definitions of waste in their main pieces of legislation for waste 

management vary considerably. The New Zealand definition (mentioned before in 

section 2.4.2.3) is broad, yet simple. The LAP in the Netherlands uses the European 

Union definition of waste, which is equal to that of the Basel Convention (see section 

2.4.2.3). It can be characterised as being highly detailed and accurate, as it includes 

more than 45 waste categories. 

2.6.2 Strategic(planning((

Since 2002, when “zero waste” was the key motto of New Zealand’s waste strategy, 

the waste management environment has changed (Ministry for the Environment, 

2010:3). In the current strategic document it is stated that the ministry’s initial goal of 

zero waste was “ambitious” and hard to achieve (Ministry for the Environment, 

2010:3). Adjustments have been made which led to the current waste management 

strategy, of which the main goals are “reducing harm and improving efficiency” 

(Ministry for the Environment, 2010:5). The ideas behind it are, to minimise the 

impact of waste on the environment (reducing harm) and improve efficient use of 

resources, including utilising the economic potential of waste (improving efficiency) 

(Ministry for the Environment, 2010:5). 
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Opportunities exist for New Zealand’s top-level guidance of waste management. 

Despite that certain policies for waste water are guided by national policy statements, 

which are central government directives informing local authorities’ plans, there are 

no equivalents for solid waste as of yet (Ministry for the Environment, 2011). 

Nevertheless, the New Zealand waste management strategy reflects a long-term 

strategic planning approach to sustainable management of waste. The approach 

utilises integrative thinking. An example of integrative thinking can be found in the 

strategy’s message which conveys that economic avenues need to be enabled and 

explored in the New Zealand waste management context and that it aims at including 

businesses and communities in the process (Ministry for the Environment, 2010). 

The Dutch LAP mentions that “environmental policy aims to create an enabling 

environment and set conditions to maintain and enhance the quality of the 

environment, thereby contributing to sustainable development” (Minsterie van 

VROM, 2010:15). This overarching principle informs the desired goals of the LAP. 

The medium and long-term goals are specified in two categories, qualitative and 

quantitative, and are given specific measurable performance indicators for evaluation 

purposes. Furthermore, according to the LAP, achieving waste reduction and 

encouraging waste market functioning play an integral role in the Dutch waste 

management strategy. Market functioning is enhanced by deregulating certain aspects 

of waste management, for example by abolishing capacity regulation for incineration 

of non-hazardous residual waste (Minsterie van VROM, 2010). 

2.6.3 Evaluation((

The New Zealand Ministry for the Environment has identified a lack of relevant data 

as an impediment to waste management and is aiming to improve this weakness under 

the current waste management strategy (Ministry for the Environment, 2010). In the 

National Waste Management Plan (LAP) the Dutch Ministry for Infrastructure and 

Environment has included stringent and detailed guidelines regarding evaluation to 

direct local authorities in the formulation and administration of their plans. This 

approach ensures sound processes and outcomes related to environmental data 

collection and monitoring (Minsterie van VROM, 2010). These guidelines are, 

however, strongly imposed by central government, which in turn acts according to 

European Union guidelines. 
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Enforcement of waste management policy and regulations is carried out in New 

Zealand by local authority enforcement officers, who, with regard to issues associated 

with effects on the environment, derive their power from the Resource Management 

Act 1991. As in New Zealand, emphasis in the Netherlands in terms of enforcement is 

put on the prevention and remediation of effects on the environment (Ministry for the 

Environment, 2010; Minsterie van VROM, 2010). The LAP also encourages the 

utilisation of so-called “compliance assistance”, which consists of informing the 

public and business sector about the environmental duties and responsibilities they 

have with regard to waste management, which is essentially a preventative measure 

(Minsterie van VROM, 2010:196). 

2.7 Opportunities(

This section draws opportunities for the Rarotongan waste management planning 

system from the findings of this chapter. As a result the potential opportunities stated 

in this section are based on my personal interpretation of the theory conveyed by the 

literature. 

Despite the evidence presented in previous sections of this chapter with regard to 

negative and impeding issues related to waste management planning in the Pacific, 

Cook Islands and Rarotonga it is not all doom and gloom when it comes to the 

islands’ sustainable development. This is demonstrated by Roberts (2010b:263): 

Whilst the evidence base of cost-effective intervention is thin, many SIDS that are 
increasingly dependent on their growing tourist trade are seeking to implement long-
term, integrated economic and environmental sustainability programmes, nurture their 
natural resources and curb the adverse impact of economic development through a 
variety of technical and behavioural measures. 

Whereas in the past development in the Pacific and also in the Cook Islands did not 

always incorporate environmental and sociological principles, presently this is starting 

to change. One could state from a sustainable strategic management perspective and 

in technical terms that, over time “a transition from a[n] … eco- and socio-inefficient 

system to a[n] … eco- and socio-efficient system” is slowly taking place (Stead and 

Stead, 2004:197). 
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Nevertheless, there is still much ground to cover with regard to raising standards and 

performance in terms of waste management planning related governance, structure 

and implementation in Rarotonga and the Cook Islands. Numerous opportunities exist 

for the improvement of statutory governance related to waste management planning. 

Possible implementation of these improving measures would require the necessary 

political support to be achieved. This could be challenging as it has been mentioned 

before in this chapter that environmental management does not always attain this 

political back-up, simply because “environmental management is not the highest 

priority in the minds of most government officials” (Beller, et al., 1990:254). 

Nevertheless, it is absolutely vital that Rarotonga’s (political) leaders become 

committed to sustainable development and the values and ethical implications it 

encompasses. Not only on a ‘when convenient-basis’ or when related to decisions 

surrounding operational matters, but throughout the entire waste management 

planning policy-cycle and governance hierarchy. 

Also the Cook Islands government should consider utilising the environment as an 

entry point for sustainable development (of all dimensions) and environmental 

management, as it has the potential to create opportunities in terms of initiating a 

strategic planning process (Brady, 2005). 

The alignment of environmental management policy, including waste management 

policy, across different associated government organisations and sectors could greatly 

benefit the transparency, effectiveness and efficacy of the current statutory system for 

waste management in the Cook Islands (Rogers, et al., 2006). Improvement of 

coordination between affected parties is required and the government could 

potentially take a leading role in its realisation. However, the government is not the 

only party that should contribute to such an improvement, “integration requires the 

coordination of governmental bodies, businesses and the community, each of which is 

an agent for change” (Seadon, 2006:1331). 

The fact that at the highest level of government potential exists for the 

aforementioned improvements to occur does not mean that the government or 

government organisations are the sole players in the waste management or 

environmental management field. To make progress within the scope of sustainable 
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development SIDS need to initiate (waste management) programmes “with a strong, 

lively community sector stimulus” (Roberts, 2010a:269). Based on the “lessons 

learnt” of Rogers et al. (2006:80) it is desirable for sustainable development, 

including the sustainable management of waste, to be bottom-up and community led 

with minimal government involvement. An advantage of such a setup is that, when 

the private sector with the community initiates waste management projects, there is 

less tendency for bureaucracy. Nonetheless, it is sometimes important that 

government is involved. In that event it is better for the government organisation 

involved to be the instigator of the project and to shift responsibility for project 

implementation and administration to the private sector (Rogers, et al., 2006). It is 

recommended to set out clear and achievable goals that “the people want and need” at 

the beginning of the process (Rogers, et al., 2006:79). These goals can be converted 

into performance targets to aid active management, which is preferable over re-active 

management. Clear performance targets and indicators also have an advantage as to 

their positive contribution to the objectivity of evaluation when it is conducted at the 

end of a management cycle (Roberts, 2010a; Stead and Stead, 2004). When taking a 

project approach to waste management planning issues, it is suggested that longer 

(time-wise) planning cycles are utilised to ensure sustainability and durability of these 

projects (Overton and Scheyvens, 1999). 

With regard to legislation it can be construed that well thought-out legal terminology 

for waste and polluter-pay principles go hand in hand in encouraging a well 

functioning waste management system (Twardowska, et al., 2004). From the various 

sections in the ‘Statutory Framework’ section (2.4.2.1.1) it can be derived that 

existing legislation, plans and strategies in Rarotonga need to become more 

streamlined and thoroughly updated. International literature, policy frameworks and 

practice can provide the necessary guidelines. In their work Stead and Stead (2004) 

emphasise the vital requirement of a vision in any organisational or governmental 

sustainable strategic planning endeavour. Te Kaveinga Nui – a vision for the long-

term sustainable development of the Cook Islands and also Rarotonga is already 

adopted. However, to avoid the pitfall of ad hoc, piecemeal development, due to a 

generic long-term (15-20 years) vision for the sustainable development of the local 
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environmental management system, a focussed and realistic waste management 

planning vision needs to be developed. 

Impediments related to a lack of human resources and capacity, have been mentioned 

in section 2.4.2.3. Despite these constraints, and although highly challenging, it would 

be worthwhile for Rarotonga’s waste management situation to attract and invest in 

capable environmental managers who can act and think on a strategic and operational 

level (Beller, et al., 1990; Brady, 2005). Components of strategic planning such as 

long-term thinking, systems-thinking and the effects of organisational culture are 

likely to have the potential, when examined in the Rarotongan context, to improve 

waste management processes and outcomes. Opportunities for overseeing and 

controlling strategic processes surrounding waste management are existent in the 

Rarotongan context. They can be found in creating an environmental management 

vision; identifying meaningful objectives and effective strategies; efficiently 

managing operations; consistent monitoring and enforcement; and sound evaluation 

and utilisation of evaluation feedback. Notwithstanding the importance of activities at 

the start of the strategic management cycle, evaluation is often underplayed or, when 

its importance is recognised and applied, not meaningfully utilised. There are, 

however, a myriad of valuable benefits that can be gained from proper evaluation of 

processes and outcomes in the Rarotongan waste management planning field. Quality 

evaluation relies on the availability and quantity of good quality data. To gather this 

data proper information systems and reporting systems need to be established and 

function effectively (Stead and Stead, 2004). “Frank transparent reporting of 

progress” is essential when evaluation outcomes are communicated internally and 

externally (Roberts, 2010a:269). Although economic performance has been 

emphasised in the past, social and environmental performance should be included in 

evaluation, and needs to be emphasised (Stead and Stead, 2004). For when 

development is based on only one or two dimensions of sustainability true sustainable 

development cannot be achieved (see section 2.3). 

2.8 Summary(

This chapter has argued that a more integrative, strategic and holistic approach is 

needed to future-proof and increase the efficacy of Rarotonga’s waste management 
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planning framework. It attempted to couple sustainable development principles with 

current waste management policy and practice and identified discrepancies and 

weaknesses in different areas of the framework. After a brief consideration of the 

effects of waste management planning on Rarotonga’s inhabitants, constraints in the 

policy and practice frameworks were examined. Although the mentioned constraints 

are significantly complicating progress in the subject area of this study, a number of 

planning and management principles and concepts, as well as aspects of quality 

evaluation have been discussed that could be considered for implementation. 

The two incorporated case studies have offered extra perspectives on sustainable 

waste management planning and have demonstrated how the previously described 

planning, managerial and evaluation concepts can potentially be capitalised. Finally, 

informed by the literature, a number of areas of opportunity have been identified. 

These areas will be cross examined with the collected primary data and once finalised 

they can be utilised to formulate appropriate project recommendations. The following 

chapter outlines the context of the study. 
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3 (((Context(

3.1 Introduction(

Illustrative of the waste management situation in Rarotonga are issues with its landfill 

and lagoon water quality. Rarotonga’s sole local landfill, which is the size of several 

football fields, has to process 200m3 of solid waste on a weekly basis (Government of 

the Cook Islands, 2007). As a result the predicted life span of the landfill is quickly 

decreasing. Establishing a new landfill by the time the existing one has reached its full 

capacity would be highly problematic due to the limited availability of land on the 

island, the not-in-my-backyard (NIMBY) syndrome, and a complex land tenure 

system (Key Informant 8). Apart from these issues, the general sustainability of such 

an approach would be highly questionable, of which the agencies concerned with the 

management of the landfill are very much aware (KI 8). The local Muri lagoon is 

being polluted by seepage of domestic and commercial liquid waste (sewage), caused 

by substandard conditions of sewage treatment and disposal systems and a lack of 

monitoring and enforcement. Due to the intricate and highly interdependent 

connection of ecosystems on the island and a lack of effective and sustainable 

approaches to waste management and planning, the current waste management 

situation has the potential to result in devastating effects on the Rarotongan 

environment in its broadest sense. 

To contemplate possible ways forward for the Rarotongan waste management 

planning system a thorough understanding of the context in which it is set is 

necessary. The context dictates the physical and theoretical boundaries of the waste 

management system. It is a dynamic sphere that encompasses normative values, 

which shape the meaning of sustainable waste management planning in Rarotonga. 

Despite a relatively small population and limited land surface area, the context in 

which Rarotonga’s waste management planning system is set is complex. It is 

influenced by a number of aspects such as the physical context, history, politics, 

culture and economy, which will be further detailed in this chapter. 
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3.2 Physical(Context(

The Cook Islands is a SIDS located in Polynesia, in the South Pacific (see Figure 7). 

Rarotonga is the largest of the Cook Islands, and inhabits the majority of the Cook 

Islands resident population, namely 9,424. Additionally, 65,000 Cook Islanders live 

overseas (Cook Islands Government, 2011a). Rarotonga has a circumference of 

approximately 30kms. Geologically, the island consists of volcanic formations in the 

densely vegetated interior with a coastline of sandy beaches. The island’s coast is in 

most areas surrounded by a coral reef. Due to its tropical climate the vegetation on the 

island is lush. To the overseas visitor the many palm trees immediately stand out and 

give the island a distinct tropical ambiance. The island’s built environment fringes the 

two circular roads which circumference the outer edge of the island. Adjacent to the 

inner ring road, the Ara Metua, many taro and pawpaw plantations can be found. 

Avarua, the nation’s capital city, contains the largest concentration of buildings and is 

situated on the north side of the island. The landfill is located on the west side of the 

island in the district of Arorangi and the Muri lagoon covers part of the island’s south-

eastern coastal landscape. The tropical climate of the Cook Islands in combination 

with its geographic latitude has led to the occurrence of cyclones in the past. In 2005 a 

series of cyclones hit the Cook Islands, resulting in challenges related to waste 

management, as large amounts of rubbish and scrap materials became exposed, for 

example wrecked cars (KI 13). 
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Figure 7 The physical research context, adapted from Central Intelligence Agency (2007) 

3.3 Historic(Background(

Around 750 AD people originating from Melanesia settled the Cook Islands (Denoon, 

et al., 1997). Since then a rich tribal culture with a strong hierarchical emphasis was 

further developed by those early settlers. From the early 19th century onwards a 

European influence became significant in the Cook Islands. Missionaries who 

converted many Cook Islanders to Christianity subsequently played an important role 

in the nation’s colonial history. As a result a variety of Christian denominations is still 

represented on Rarotonga at present day (New Zealand Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

and Trade, 2011). In the early days of European colonisation exposure to epidemics 

introduced by the newcomers resulted in a dramatic decline of the Cook Island 

indigenous population (Denoon, et al., 1997). Although colonial power was imposed 
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in the Cook Islands, it was not done in the violent and uncompromising way of, for 

example, the early Spanish explorers in the Pacific, but in a subtler manner via the 

work of missionaries and through making the island residents reliant on foreign trade 

relations (Denoon, et al., 1997). The nature of the colonisation process can be derived 

from the actions that were taken towards becoming a protectorate by Cook Islands 

indigenous and foreign residents. 

In a process that spanned almost three decades Cook Islands tribal leaders, who where 

anxious that if the Cook Islands would not become a protectorate a French take-over 

would harm established British (trade) connections, campaigned to become a British 

territory (Web, 2009). This situation of political protection was realised in 1888. 

Encouraged by European island residents (missionaries) and expansionist ideologies 

of the New Zealand government, British governance of the Cooks Islands was 

transferred to New Zealand in 1901 (Web, 2009). As a result of international 

pressures and trends the Cook Islands became self-governing in free association with 

New Zealand in 1965 (Web, 2009). This type of governance structure allows for 

independent governance of the Cooks Islands while they are being supported by New 

Zealand in terms of funding, international relations and military protection. As a 

result of free association with New Zealand all Cook Islanders are automatically 

entitled to New Zealand citizenship. This fact has enabled many Cook Islanders to 

‘migrate’ to New Zealand to live and work there, arguably exacerbating extreme out-

migration in recent decades. 

3.4 Governance(

The Cook Islands have a parliamentary governance system similar to that of New 

Zealand. Currently the government consists of six ministers (Cook Islands 

Government, 2011b). Since the country’s independence power has alternated between 

the Cook Islands Party and its rival, the Democratic Party (KI 5). However, compared 

to many other Pacific nations the governmental and political situation in the Cook 

Islands, in terms of democracy, has been reasonably stable (Web, 2009). Despite 

Rarotonga’s small size, comparable with an average New Zealand town, it is 

governed as a full-scale nation with the associated government departments and 

bureaucracy. The Cook Island Audit Office, established by the Public Expenditure 
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and Review Committee Audit (PERCA) Act 1995-1996 reports to parliament on the 

financial effectiveness of the implementation of government programmes and 

functions (Cook Islands Audit Office, 2011). Despite the role of the Cook Island 

Audit Office the reporting structure is weak within the executive agencies of 

government concerned with waste management, thus accountability in this area is 

compromised (KIs 3 and 11). 

Politics of the Cook Islands and Rarotonga is an area of study in its own right. 

Therefore this section will not provide an exhaustive overview of this topic. However, 

to gain a general idea of the context of this research it suffices to be aware of the main 

characteristics of politics in the Cook Islands setting. Over the last few years the Cook 

Islands have “experienced a period of political uncertainty” (New Zealand Ministry of 

Foreign Affairs and Trade, 2011, Political Situation, para. 2). This trend has 

complicated governance in general. The lack of continuity in governance has also 

affected local waste management planning (KI 5). Internationally waste management 

has only come to the political forefront in recent times as a separate subject within the 

broad realm of environmental management. Similarly in the Cook Islands waste 

management has not been a specific priority until recently (KI 11). The current 

government was appointed in November 2010 and is believed to have placed 

improvement of basic infrastructure on the island as a top priority on its political 

agenda. As the practical side of sustainable waste management is associated with 

basic infrastructural development this political mandate promises improvements in 

this area in the future. 

A lack of literary evidence exists that details the recent history of the planning and 

waste management system in the Cook Islands. It is, however, most likely that New 

Zealand’s influence on the Cook Island’s governance system also affected its waste 

management planning system. Both nations have travelled on very different 

development paths in terms of their planning and waste management systems, which 

becomes apparent when for example, the Cook Islands Land Use Act 1969, a major 

piece of planning legislation which predominately covers land use zoning, and the 

New Zealand Resource Management Act 1991 are examined. In the Cook Islands and 

Rarotonga, planning takes place mainly through the CPPO. Issues surrounding 

environmental management, such as waste management are dealt with by a variety of 
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government bodies, as there are the NES, MOH and MOIP. A more detailed overview 

of these agencies and their functions is provided in the literature review (section 

2.4.2.1.1.2.). Planning, including that for environmental management and waste is 

constrained by a limited number of skilled staff and other resource limitations, 

according to KI 7. 

3.5 Culture(

To provide context, a number of prominent features of the local culture that have 

relevance to waste management planning are outlined in this section. However, it is 

obvious that this is a rather simplified version of the existing local culture and its 

many facets. The following comments with regard to culture are based on my 

personal experience in Rarotonga during fieldwork. 

The Pacific culture in general and the culture on Rarotonga in particular are 

distinguished by strong kinship ties, as mentioned in the literature review. These 

strong relationships have the potential to complicate matters such as compliance and 

enforcement in waste management. This fact was acknowledged by responses from 

several KIs (5, 13 and 14). Although culture in the Cook Islands and Rarotonga has 

been strongly influenced by Europe, United States, Australia and New Zealand, Cook 

Islands Maori (the main ethnicity in the Cook Islands) customs and traditions are still 

held in high regard. Public sector culture as much as culture in general in Rarotonga 

has been westernised throughout the colonial and post-colonial period. A certain 

degree of tribal leadership is still recognised in modern governance, as there exists the 

purely advisory – and therefore arguably tokenistic, role of the House of Ariki in 

parliament. Apart from this fact, governance in the Cook Islands is clearly modelled 

on western examples, mainly that of New Zealand. A western system of governance 

has been adopted (or imposed in the past) in the Cook Islands and as a result western 

approaches dominate the way the country is administered. 

For any system to be functioning successfully, including a waste management 

planning system, it needs to be administered in an effective and efficient manner. A 

major constraint for the Rarotongan waste management planning system to function 

effectively and efficiently is the incompleteness of the system as crucial parts of the 
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system are not in place or do not function appropriately, for example the monitoring 

and enforcement segment (KI, 11). The predominately western classification of the 

waste management planning system does not mean that there should be no space for 

indigenous cultural aspects in such a system, to the contrary, many cultural aspects 

(for example, traditional cultural practices related to waste management) can have a 

place in such a system and should be taken in consideration in policy-making. The 

governance and environmental management system in Rarotonga is not a specifically 

Pacific or Western system, it is a system in its own right. As it has many western 

characteristics some people might suggest that the best outcomes would be achieved 

by operating the system in a Western fashion. This would, however, not take into 

consideration the unique cultural setting of the system and therefore render it most 

likely to fail or at least not as effective as it could be. There are, nonetheless, a few 

good practice principles in terms of strategic management and evaluation that can be 

considered to improve the system in general. The ‘Results and Discussion’, and 

‘Recommendations’ chapters will further identify and explain these opportunities. 

3.6 Economy(

The New Zealand Ministry of Foreign Affaires and Trade (2011, Economic Situation, 

para. 1) states: “The Cook Islands is among the best performing Pacific 

economies…”. This statement, however, tells more about the dire economic situation 

of many other Pacific Islands nations than it does about the Cook Islands, as its 

economic situation is far from ideal either. The country’s economy is vulnerable as its 

main economic pillars are tourism and fisheries, which can easily be affected by 

global and regional changes. The government of the Cook Islands administers a 2.5M 

km2 Exclusive Economic Zone in which its fisheries take place (Cook Islands 

Government, 2011a). Recently the pearl industry has started to contribute to the 

country’s economy. It proves to be a lucrative sector, which is boosting the country’s 

export rates. Tourism is the other important branch of the Cook Islands economy and 

responsible for 80 per cent of the country’s GDP (Cook Islands Government, 2011a). 

Although a large number of the population is employed in agriculture, traditionally 

the public sector has been a primary provider of employment in the Cook Islands. In 

1996 the government decided to reduce the number of government jobs to decrease 
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expenditure in this area (Cook Islands Government, 2011a). This has had devastating 

effects on the economy and resulted in an extreme increase of the number of out-

migrations. 

The Cook Islands rely heavily on overseas aid of which New Zealand is the largest 

contributor. New Zealand’s contribution combined with Australian aid funding 

accrued to $7M in 2011 (Case, 2011). Additionally, the islands rely on contributions 

from the European Union. Between 2008 and 2013 the Cook Islands have been 

allocated €3.3M by the European Union to improve environmental sustainability. It 

has been determined that parts of this fund will be utilised towards the establishment 

of wastewater facilities (European Commission, 2011). 

3.7 Waste(

The goal of this section is to provide a broad-brush representation of the issues 

surrounding the practice of solid and liquid waste processing. The amount of 

information conveyed in this section is limited as the physical and practical side of 

waste management in Rarotonga is not part of the scope of this project. Its primary 

focus is on the strategic planning, evaluation and future-proofing of the system of 

waste management in Rarotonga. It is nevertheless appropriate to give a broad outline 

of the practicalities of the system as they are affected by the policy and planning that 

is being investigated in this thesis. 

In terms of the physical properties of the waste management system one of the most 

prominent issues is the lack of public sector guidance of domestic solid waste 

collection. After a period where a private company contracted by the government 

collected rubbish and did not separate it on the rubbish trucks, rubbish is now 

collected and separated on the contractor trucks (KIs 3, 5, 8, 10 and 11). These 

different types of practice have led to a level of scepticism among the public as they 

felt that despite their efforts of separating household waste the rubbish ended up in the 

same area of the landfill. Since the commencement of a renewed collection regime 

public perception of the quality of waste separation and processing seems to be slowly 

improving. When rubbish trucks arrive at the landfill the rubbish is dumped after the 

recyclables have been disposed of at the recycling station. The quality of the rubbish 
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separation relies on the thoroughness of the contractor’s employees and how the 

public presents the rubbish at the roadside on collection days (twice a week). The 

rubbish collectors’ job is complicated by the fact that there is no uniformity in the 

size, shape and colour of the rubbish containers (see Figure 8). This makes it difficult 

to distinguish recyclables from materials destined for the landfill. At the moment the 

introduction of a single type of rubbish container is being investigated by a private 

rubbish collection company (KI 10). Although this is a commendable initiative, one 

can wonder whether the (central) government should not be providing coordination 

and input regarding such a strategic matter. 

 
Figure 8 Rubbish containers with different colours, Rarotonga (Author, 2011) 

Another interesting fact is that currently no rates are charged to residents to cover the 

costs of roadside rubbish collection. The expense represented by roadside collection is 

paid by the government without having any type of revenue to compensate for those 

costs. This particular aspect of the waste management planning system is mentioned 

here as it can be regarded as one in a series of system deficiencies that typify the 

Rarotongan framework. System deficiencies, constraints and associated opportunities 

will be further discussed in the following ‘Results and Discussion’ chapter. The point 

that I am trying to make here is that systems cannot function when they are merely 

providing outputs, they need input (in this case monetary funds) to be able to sustain 

themselves. Although I do no intend to advocate the haphazard introduction of a user-

pay system to cover the costs of waste collection, the pros and cons of such a system 
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could, nevertheless, be further investigated. In case of further exploration of the 

feasibility of a user-pay system its social implications should be emphasised as the 

financial capacity of many residents and their attitude towards paying rates (currently 

no rate paying system exists for private households) would most likely complicate 

such an initiative. 

Recyclables are separated in the rubbish truck at the moment of collection and at the 

landfill. When a sufficient amount of recyclable waste (such as glass and plastics) is 

collected to make shipment feasible, and when the necessary resources are available, 

these recyclables are exported to a processing plant in New Zealand. Although 

shipment of recyclables abroad is perceived to be surrounded by insurmountable 

difficulties in terms of logistics and costs, in practice the main constraint to the 

shipment of recyclables are international agreements that exclude certain types of 

material from legal exportation (KI 2). To the disappointment of certain government 

agencies a recycling facility with the ability to store hazardous wastes, has not been 

realised on Rarotonga to date (KI 11). 

Both the NES and MOIP utilise the ideology of waste minimisation in their awareness 

and education as well as operational strategies. MOIP is investigating technical 

interventions to improve their waste processing capabilities, one of which is the 

implementation of a waste incineration plant (KI 8). At present, however, waste 

incineration technology requires that a certain amount of solid waste would need to be 

generated on the island to make it a viable solution for waste processing. An increase 

of waste would not be compatible with the adopted ideology of waste minimisation 

and would render ineffective the incentives associated with that ideology. As a result 

one has to wait for technology to catch up to become viable in Rarotongan conditions 

and carry on considering other sustainable avenues with regard to handling the 

increasing amount of solid waste on the island. 

A private company performs the collection of solid waste from commercial 

businesses, such as hotels and restaurants. Many of the commercial businesses, which 

are often operating in the hospitality sector, have contracts with the private company 

to have their waste collected and brought to the landfill. Data generated as to the 

quantities of the different types of waste by the company is sometimes requested and 
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utilised by the government to supplement the limited amount of data related to waste 

collected by the national statistics bureau (KI 10). 

Clearly labelled rubbish bins can be found in public areas across the island, which 

suggests a community awareness of the importance to collect and separate rubbish 

(see Figure 9). Despite the availability of facilities, littering and illegal dumping does 

take place. An interesting initiative of NES in conjunction with MOH and MOIP is 

the annual national Tutaka, which is formally a family health inspection whereby 

government officials also inspect properties for inappropriate dumping of wastes or 

other environmental offences. This can be regarded as a culturally inspired waste 

management intervention in the Cook Islands, inherited from the colonial days (KI 

14). According to KI 11 the Tutaka is highly successful in addressing waste related 

issues. One of its disadvantages, however, is that households quickly forget about the 

event after it has happened, which leads to dumping and other waste management 

related issues, until the next Tutaka takes place. 

 
Figure 9 Rubbish bins in public areas, Rarotonga (Author, 2011) 

Due to an increased pressure of the population on the natural environment traditional 

sanitation systems, such as long-drops (toilets which consist of deep holes in the 

ground) are not anymore considered appropriate types of sanitation. Where in the past 

no negative environmental effects were experienced from such practices as a result of 
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a relatively small population, presently dilapidated sewerage treatment systems and 

run-off from piggeries present an environmental and health threat as ground water and 

lagoon water quality is significantly affected. With a grant from the European Union 

the government intends to address the problems surrounding old sewage treatment 

systems or the lack thereof in the Muri region of the island of Rarotonga. This attempt 

to solve the problem is frowned upon by KI 1, who is convinced that a holistic 

approach should be taken to address the sewage issue across the island. He is of the 

opinion that if only one area is targeted the problem will reoccur in other places 

across the island, creating further issues and thus leaving the wide spread problem 

unsolved. 

3.8 Summary(

Complementing the literature review this chapter has presented a simplified version of 

the complex context in which waste management planning in Rarotonga is set. It has 

mentioned the influential characteristics of a number of main contextual topics such 

as the island’s geographical location that implies isolation and the population pressure 

– not in the least exacerbated by tourism; the until recently uncertain political 

situation; the specific culture within the public sector; the heavy reliance on aid 

money to be able to undertake policy and system improvements; the country’s 

awkward economic position; and the practical side of waste management in 

Rarotonga. The context will contribute to a balanced interpretation of the data 

collected through stakeholder interviews, which will be presented and discussed in the 

‘Results and Discussion’ chapter. The next chapter outlines the methodological 

approach of the research. 
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4 (((Methodology(

4.1 Introduction(

To generate valid and reliable results the use of appropriate research design and 

methodology is considered crucial for research projects (May, 2001). The validity and 

reliability of this study will be achieved through the employment of triangulation 

(Creswell and Miller, 2000). This chapter outlines the methods used in this study to 

triangulate, collect, analyse and interpret data. The types of primary and secondary 

data collection employed in this study are, literature review, case studies and semi-

structured open-ended interviews. Furthermore, the chapter aims to explain the 

theoretical basis of the chosen methodology as well as the analytical tools utilised in 

the study. In addition to the practical and theoretical aspects of the study the chapter 

provides a brief account of my personal background, an overview of contemplated 

ethical aspects of research in the Pacific context, a reflection on the applied 

methodological approach, and a research timeline. 

4.2 Context(

The research will take place in Rarotonga, one of the Cook Islands, which are located 

in Polynesia. The context of this research in the Pacific is unique in terms of 

geographic location, local culture and lifestyle and needs to be thoroughly considered 

when looking at appropriate methods for conducting research.  

The study aims to investigate waste management planning in Rarotonga. This will 

include the current status of waste management planning, previously made progress, 

remaining deficiencies, effects of waste management planning on local people, and 

opportunities for development of the waste management system’s sustainability. The 

investigation encompasses interviewing stakeholders, studying relevant literature and 

comparison of the Rarotongan situation with international cases. 

The following statements illustrate that Pacific Islands waste management has not 

developed to its full potential, not in a physical and practical sense and neither at the 
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policy level. Thaman, et al. (2003:1) state that, “…the rapidly increasing waste stream 

is polluting the beautiful and ecologically fragile island environment and constitutes a 

serious health problem for Pacific Islanders”. The Asian Development Bank (Asian 

Development Bank, 2010, Factsheet, para. 2) mentions that in the Pacific, 

Other threats to sustained economic growth include environmental vulnerability, 
infrastructure constraints and an emerging labour shortage while capacity constraints, 
weakening policy, planning, and project preparation, also impede development. 

The scope for further development of Rarotonga’s waste management planning 

system, exemplified in the previous statements, is what justifies this investigation. 

The following sections will detail the various methods, approaches and frameworks 

utilised in this study. 

4.3 Theoretical(Framework(

A researcher’s personal background influences to a high degree the approach taken 

for their research. Although closely related to the theoretical framework a brief 

description about my background and the consequences thereof for my research is 

provided in a different section of this chapter (4.9). Personal background of the 

researcher is not the only aspect influencing the theoretical framework for research. 

Factors such as research experience, ethical and practical considerations, availability 

of secondary resources, and a multitude of other factors, determine the final shape of 

the framework chosen for a particular research project. The theoretical framework is 

regarded as essential to provide grounding for the previous contemplations and 

chosen methods. 

Vaioleti (2006:22) writes that, “…in a research situation in a Pacific community, the 

participants will behave differently depending on the age, gender, cultural rank or 

community standing of the researcher. These variables may significantly affect 

results.” This exemplifies the importance of consideration of the impact of external 

factors on the design of the research framework. Measures will be taken to minimise 

any negative impact of the factors mentioned by Vaioleti (2006) on the research. 

These measures are described in the ‘Ethical Aspects’ section of this chapter under 

the heading ‘Culturally Appropriate Research Approach’. 
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In this study the theoretical framework is the result of an examination of appropriate 

research designs, preliminary literature review, and personal ideas regarding quality 

research. The research contains aspects from various research approaches due to each 

of these approaches encompassing different components that appeal to the researcher 

in a different way. Incorporation of these components in this research is practically as 

well as ideologically motivated. The most prominent components that make up the 

foundation of the theoretical framework are elaborated on below. 

The value of interpretation in research is particularly important in culturally sensitive 

research, which this project aims to be (Tillman, 2002). This study aims to identify 

progress, deficiencies and opportunities in the subject area, and interprets these in 

their specific local setting. As a result any outcomes of the study will be forms of 

situated knowledge (Haraway, 1988). Aspects from pragmatism, the formal research 

approach that advocates examination of real-world situations to provide theoretical 

understanding and practical solutions, will also be utilised (Johnston, 1983). This 

project is aimed at a policy and strategic planning level. Its goal is to produce 

applicable recommendations that can aid the robustness of sustainable waste 

management planning in Rarotonga. Theoretical understanding and practical 

solutions, as promoted through pragmatism, can potentially contribute to achieving 

that goal. 

In this study, however, the aforementioned characteristics of pragmatism will be the 

only components utilised from that particular research approach. The pragmatist 

concept of ‘value-free’ research will not be part of this research’s theoretical 

foundation (Johnston, 1983). As a consequence the research perspective in this 

research needs clarification. This will be achieved through the ‘Personal Background’ 

section included later in this chapter, which details important factors influencing the 

researcher’s perspective. 

Concrete research, which is a type of realist research according to Sayer (1985), 

entails “…practical research focusing on events…” (Kitchin and Tate, 2000:15). This 

type of realist research has been adopted as part of this study’s theoretical framework 

as it endorses an investigation into the events that influence the research topic and 

justifies a report back on weaknesses and opportunities related to these events to local 
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stakeholders. The events that the research encompasses are the current functioning of 

waste management planning in Rarotonga, its effects on the people, and how strategic 

waste management planning may deal with future challenges. Realism is also relevant 

in this theoretical framework as it is concerned with mechanisms and structures that 

underpin policy and practice, two entities that play a pivotal role in this study (May, 

2001). 

When contemplating the theoretical context that best matched the scope and 

objectives of this research, the anti-naturalist perspective was also considered. The 

key component adopted from this perspective is the use of a mix of inductive and 

deductive strategies (Graham, 1997). An inductive strategy in this research will be the 

primary data collection that is utilised to devise recommendations and to explain the 

current status of waste management planning. Matching findings from the literature 

review with the gathered primary data to formulate possible improvements for the 

waste management planning system’s effectiveness, sustainability and “future-

proofness” will have a more deductive character (Duin, et al., 2010:27). 

Planning theorists also influence the theoretical framework for this research. Yiftachel 

(1989) has mentioned that planning has become politicised and more and more driven 

by values of land, rather than research facts. Through reports in newspapers and 

otherwise (e.g. Jonassen, 2011; Pitt, 2010; etc.), it seems that the trends described by 

Yiftachel (1989), although set in the context of Israel, are to an extent interchangeable 

with the Rarotongan policy and practice tenor with regard to a political agenda 

trumping sustainable waste management. Awareness of politicisation will be helpful 

in the data collection and interpretation phases of the study. Allmendinger’s (2002) 

belief that all theory is to an extent normative also fits in well with the constructed 

framework for this study. Based on Allmendinger’s concept I expect to find 

discrepancies between the effectiveness of certain waste management planning 

strategies in Rarotonga and other cases due to different normative and cultural 

standards. 

In summary the theoretical framework of this study contains pragmatist and realist 

concepts within a broader humanistic context. A number of main themes can be 

distinguished from its structure. These themes include: awareness of the increasing 
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influence of politics on planning theory and practice; acknowledgement that theory is 

normatively formulated - and thus influences practice based on a specific political 

agenda; cultural sensitivity; and the value of interpretation in research. The study 

aspires to be practical, open, inclusive and mutual beneficial to all stakeholders, 

whether or not they are directly involved in the study. 

4.4 Methods(Chosen(

To achieve the research objectives stated in the ‘Introduction’ chapter, a number of 

qualitative methods have been chosen for this study. The reason why these methods 

have been chosen is directly related to the nature of the objectives, which mostly have 

a qualitative, valuating character. Additionally, the contextual setting is also of 

importance in the decision for this type of methodology as it is considered to be most 

conducive for this type of data collection and the nature of the subsequent feedback 

and results derived from interviews. 

The primary data will be collected during the fieldwork stage through semi-structured 

open-ended interviews. Secondary data will be generated through the study of 

literature, legislation, government documentation and other written or electronic 

documentation. Case studies of waste management planning will be included from 

New Zealand and the Netherlands. 

Through analysis of both primary and secondary data key recommendations can be 

made for the Rarotongan planning and waste management community. Through the 

processes detailed in the following paragraphs, a model for the future-proofing of 

Rarotonga’s waste management planning system can be potentially drafted. In 

combination with the resulting recommendations the model can provide a tool for 

stakeholders from the private and public sector to improve the necessary 

preconditions for practice and policy, as well as the actual practice and policy in the 

relevant fields. 

4.5 Triangulation(

Mathison (1988:13) defines triangulation as: “to use multiple methods, data sources, 

and researchers to enhance the validity of research findings.” In this research the 
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multiple methods and sources for data include: literature review, case studies and 

semi-structured open-ended interviews. The primary data is analysed through a 

Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats analysis (SWOT) and Cost-Benefit 

analysis (CBA). Both analysis methods will be described in more detail in the ‘Data 

Analysis’ section of this chapter. This study is conducted by one researcher only, the 

author. Additionally, validity of a study can be achieved through having different 

types of participants, as is the case in this study, which is also a type of triangulation 

according to Creswell and Miller (2000). Verification of the quality of the collected 

data will occur through the use of the described types of triangulation, which in turn 

ensures the validity of the study. 

4.6 Data(Collection(

4.6.1 Primary(Data((

There are a number of different types of interviews to choose from when it comes to 

interviewing research participants. In this study the medium chosen for primary data 

collection is the semi-structured open-ended interview. The main reason why this 

particular type of interview has been chosen is because it allows the interviewer to, 

“…seek both clarification and elaboration on the answers given” (May, 2001:123), 

which can potentially lead to better qualitative information. ‘Open-ended’ in the 

adopted type of interview means that the researcher uses an interview guideline 

(Appendix B) with questions. This guideline is intended to inform a broad line of 

enquiry, which creates the opportunity to explore newly arising lines of questioning as 

the interview progresses. The questions contained in the interview guideline are 

formulated in such a way that they all extent from the research objectives stated in the 

introduction. 

Although Cook Islanders speak Cook Island Maori among themselves language is not 

considered an issue in terms of communication during the interviews, as English is 

also an official language in Rarotonga and spoken by virtually everyone. Furthermore, 

participants will be given the opportunity to share and visualise ideas and concepts by 

sketching them on paper, which will further minimise any potential barriers in 

communication. To aid the logistics of conducting interviews and for purposes of 

analysis and interpretation the semi-structured open-ended interviews will be recorded 
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via dicta-phone. If participants choose not to be audio-recorded, then written notes 

will be used instead.  

4.6.1.1 Key(Informants(

People who are involved in waste management, strategic planning and sustainable 

development are thought to be most suitable to consult for this study. Consequently, 

Key Informants (KIs) have been sourced from three general groups: private sector 

(e.g. entrepreneurs involved in waste management planning), public sector (e.g. 

councillors, waste management planning government officials), non-governmental 

agencies (NGOs), environmental agency representatives, health agency 

representatives, and community members, (e.g. Rarotongan community 

representatives). A list of KIs can be found in Appendix C. 

Prior to the fieldwork snowball sampling was employed to find more KIs, as some 

participants had affiliations with other stakeholders who were subsequently contacted 

after they had been identified as potential participants. Research participants were 

informed that they could request a copy of the thesis resulting from the research as a 

token of appreciation for participating. 

The participants were contacted by email or phone and invited to take part in the 

study before commencement of fieldwork. Appointments for interviews were made at 

a time convenient for the interviewee as well as the researcher. The interview venue 

was for the interviewee to choose. 

4.6.2 Secondary(Data(

Literature was sourced via online and library searches. Legislation and other written 

or electronic documentation was sourced via the same channels and directly from the 

relevant governmental bodies. For the case studies from Holland and New Zealand 

similar techniques were employed. 

4.7 Data(Processing((

The collected primary data was transcribed and coded into themes and subthemes (see 

Interview Codes, Appendix D) in spreadsheets and word-processing programmes. The 

secondary data has been collected and processed as part of a literature review. The 
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results of the primary data analysis in conjunction with findings from the literature 

review are discussed in the ‘Results and Discussion’ chapter (5). 

4.8 Data(Analysis(

The following sections will explain the data analysis methods utilised in this study. 

4.8.1 Primary(Data(

4.8.1.1 SWOT(

The interview results will be analysed using the Strengths Weaknesses Opportunities 

Threats analysis method. In a SWOT analysis data is divided into internal strengths 

and weaknesses, which subsequently can be converted into external opportunities and 

threats. The sum of this exercise leads to key insights with regard to the strengths, 

weaknesses, opportunities, and threats of the study topic. The outcome of the SWOT 

analysis has the potential to inform strategic planning concerning the studied area, in 

this particular case waste management planning. 

SWOT analysis originally stems from economics where it has been traditionally used 

in branches such as marketing (Piercy and Giles, 1989). Despite its association with 

economics this method of analysis is becoming increasingly popular outside that 

discipline, including in environmental management and municipal waste management 

(Nikolaou and Evangelinos, 2010; Srivastava, et al., 2005). The reason to apply 

SWOT analysis to data collected in this project is straightforward. Strengths 

(progress) and weaknesses (deficiencies) in waste management planning are expected 

to be fairly easily extracted from respondent comments; similarly, ideas about 

opportunities and threats for and to the waste management planning system are likely 

to be collected through interviews and could be valuable in formulating any 

recommendations in the final stages of the project. 

Additionally, as Piercy and Giles (1989:1) state, “SWOT Analysis provides us with a 

device to structure the awkward mixture of quantitative and qualitative information, 

of familiar and unfamiliar facts, of known and half-known understandings, that 

characterises strategic marketing planning”. This ability to deal with different types of 

data, unique to SWOT analysis, will prove beneficial when dealing with interview 
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responses that will most likely hold valuating, appraising, estimating, and other mixed 

nature content. 

For the SWOT analysis tool to be most powerful it has to be “orientated to the 

customer” (Piercy and Giles, 1989). As this research is not set in a marketing context 

‘orientated to the customer’ will take on a different meaning. In other words, the 

strengths and weaknesses identified through the interviews should be those ones that 

can be ‘externally’ recognised, e.g. by the users of a particular product or service, or 

system in this research (Piercy and Giles, 1989). In this instance the analysis will be 

aimed at the users of and the people affected by the waste management planning 

systems, which will be residents, other private stakeholders and the relevant different 

government bodies. 

As a number of the research questions correspond generally with the nature of the 

four quadrants of the SWOT analysis, and due to its strategic planning value and 

compatibility with different types of data, this method is considered to be applicable 

for analysing the generated data. 

4.8.1.2 CBA(

Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA) has been defined by Hanley and Barbier (2009:1) as 

follows: “It is a technique for measuring whether the benefits of a particular action are 

bigger than the costs, judged from the viewpoint of society as a whole”. 

This research aims to provide recommendations on how to improve the current status 

of long-term waste management planning. Due to government policy taking a pivotal 

role in this development, CBA in addition to SWOT analysis has been decided upon 

as a way of analysing and communicating the generated data. In their book Hanley 

and Barbier (2009:308) illustrate the applicability of this type of analysis for this 

research by stating the following: “CBA can be a very useful framework for 

presenting information on the advantages and disadvantages of different options for 

government policy and environmental management”. 

Although there is some overlap with the previously mentioned SWOT method of 

analysis, CBA is an accepted method of analysing and valuating government policy 

and therefore a valid analytical tool in this study. The two data analysis methods do 
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not significantly differ from each other in the pragmatics of the study’s analysis. 

However, the application of both methods allows for the generated data to be 

presented in different ways, which can aid the communication of the data to the reader 

of this research. Furthermore, due to CBA having been accepted as a common policy 

analysis method it can potentially ease the uptake of the generated results by relevant 

stakeholders. 

4.8.2 Secondary(Data((

Secondary data will be discussed and analysed through a literature review, which is 

located in chapter two. 

4.9 Personal(Background(

This section gives a brief overview of my personal background, which will 

undoubtedly have an impact on the nature of this research. After graduating with a 

Bachelor of Teacher of Geography from the University of Arnhem and Nijmegen in 

2004, I became a secondary school teacher in the Netherlands. After having taught 

Geography for four years in the Netherlands I migrated to New Zealand where I 

continued teaching until 2009. In 2010 I started the Masters of Planning Programme 

at the University of Otago, Dunedin. 

The skills gained through my previous study and work experience, in particular my 

communication and interpersonal skills, combined with skills and knowledge more 

recently acquired in the Planning Programmed, give me the ability to understand the 

complexities of the waste management topic and enable me to successfully execute 

the required research and interview tasks. 

The fact that I have limited knowledge of waste management enables me to enter into 

this study with a fresh, however, not fully objective, perspective. My perspective is 

biased in the sense that I come from a European and Western context, which in many 

aspects is different from the Pacific study context. Therefore I aim to be particularly 

cognisant of my positionality, and not to impose my own views on the people of 

Rarotonga during the course of the research. This will of course prove challenging, 

but by being consistently reflexive of how I am positioned vis-à-vis my participants, I 

feel I can mitigate this bias. 
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Being regarded as an outside researcher who comes in and leaves again purely for 

personal gain is certainly not one of this research’s objectives, in this regard I intend 

to listen closely and carefully to the voices and ideas of the participants. By 

meticulously recording and interpreting the interviews, and converting them into a 

meaningful end product, I hope to reciprocate the sharing of knowledge by 

participants. 

4.10 Ethical(Aspects(

In addition to a research permit (Appendix E) and a formal ethics approval (see 

associated documents in Appendix F) that were acquired for this research, 

consideration was given to the effects of the intended study on participants. It was 

concluded that the participants would not in any way be significantly negatively 

affected by the research.  Furthermore, a genuine effort was made to identify an 

applicable culturally appropriate research approach, or important aspects that could 

contribute to one, as to facilitate the comfort of participants during interviews as well 

as the overall validity of the study. 

In November 2010 I attended a day long seminar on ethics and culturally appropriate 

design of research in the Pacific at the University of Otago’s Pacific Department. 

Through this experience I was fortunate enough to meet many interesting people who 

encouraged me to develop my, then ideas, into this research. The main lessons I took 

away from that day were that research should be a dialogue and not a monologue, in 

other words, all parties should get something out of it; and that the context, of which 

culture and customs are a primary part, should always be respected. Although these 

lessons made good sense to me, it might in the practice of research be easy to 

overlook or upset unwritten social conventions that nonetheless greatly influence 

certain studied phenomena. I will bare this in mind during the course of this study. 

The importance of humility, respect and always being prepared to participate when 

tikanga (customs and traditions) are involved in interactions, was emphasised in an 

informal meeting with a prominent Pacific Island community member in Dunedin on 

Thursday 17 March for which I was kindly invited by one of my thesis student 

colleagues. What this person told us prepared me for the possibility that people could 
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be hesitant to talk to me about issues on their island due to certain social and cultural 

structures. The community member emphasised the importance of being aware that 

the Cook Islands had been the subject of many research and that therefore people 

could regard researchers as people who take away information and knowledge 

without giving anything back. The community member mentioned that due to this 

particular perception of researchers, some people in Rarotonga could respond in a 

defensive way to interview requests. The community member’s valuable advice was 

taken in consideration in preparation of and during the research process. To 

reciprocate the sharing of information of the research participants I would be send 

them a digital copy of the research report if they wish to receive one. 

Certain research approaches used by researchers in Pacific settings are potentially ill-

informed and culturally insensitive. This is implied by Vaioleti (2006:22), who states 

that: 

…there is a danger in assuming that all Western, Eastern and Pacific knowledges have 
the same origins and construction so that, by implication, the same instruments may be 
used for collecting and analysing data and constructing new knowledge. 

This particular research will have a Western bias, even though the research utilises 

culturally sensitive approaches. However, by genuinely listing to people while 

undertaking this study I hope to mitigate issues surrounding culturally insensitive 

research practice. By treating the research participants with respect and through 

showing interest in their situations the research intentions can potentially turn the data 

collection process into the ideological dialogue mentioned earlier in this section. 

To avoid misinterpretation it needs to be emphasised that this study is not in any way 

intended to patronise the existing Rarotongan waste management planning system, 

rather it seeks to truly understand its current status and identify opportunities for its 

future in consultation with Rarotongans. 

4.10.1 Culturally(Appropriate(Research(Approach(

There are several types of research approaches considered appropriate for the Pacific 

context. The approach studied for this project is the Talanoa research approach, 

which, although not specifically designed for the Rarotongan context, is a research 

approach commonly used in the Pacific (Otsuka, 2005; Robinson and Robinson, 
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2005; Vaioleti, 2006). It has been described as follows: “Superficially, Talanoa can be 

referred to as a conversation, a talk, an exchange of ideas or thinking, whether formal 

or informal” (Vaioleti, 2006:23). The principles of the Talanoa research approach that 

are incorporated in this research will be discussed in the subsequent paragraphs. 

“Research methodologies that were designed to identify issues in a dominant culture 

and provide solutions are not necessarily suitable in searching for solutions for Pacific 

peoples, …” (Vaioleti, 2006:22). This statement indicates that a considerable ability 

to empathise with the Pacific way of life is required from researchers if they want to 

carry out their research in a contextually appropriate way. For the purpose of this 

research this concept will be translated into a principle that promotes empathy for the 

intrinsic Pacific cultural perspective and acknowledgement and utilisation of its 

existence. 

Face-to-face verbal and non-verbal communication is considered another important 

aspect of the chosen approach, which will be incorporated through one-on-one 

interviews of the researcher with research participants. 

Talanoa is “a flexible process” and “has no time restrictions” (Robinson and 

Robinson, 2005:23-24), which in the field will probably result in taking time for 

seemingly irrelevant chit-chat to establish a rapport with the interviewee as well as 

allowing the interview to be diverted from its focus in order to gain potentially 

valuable insights that border on the scope of the study. The valuable principles that 

the Talanoa process has to offer along with respectfully interacting with the research 

participants and accurately recording their responses will be utilised to approach the 

research in a culturally appropriate manner. 

4.11 Reflections(and(Limitations(

Even though I had never visited a Pacific Island before fieldwork in Rarotonga in 

April 2011, and I was not exactly sure what to expect in terms of communication, in 

hindsight the interviews all developed well and no communication issues were 

encountered. I did, however, notice that some participants communicated in a 

roundabout way, not to the point. Although I had read and been told about the 

tendency of Cook Islanders to communicate in this fashion, it took some adjusting on 
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my part to get used to it. At the end of the fieldwork stage interviewees were starting 

to refer me back to people that I had already been interviewing, which signalled to me 

that I had hit a saturation point in terms of participant numbers and the information 

that I could obtain through interviews. 

During fieldwork I made a number of interesting observations that made me realise 

that ‘things’ on the island are in some cases very different from what I would expect 

to see in The Netherlands or in New Zealand. Not only with regard to waste 

management planning, but also in terms of social conventions. For example, I 

regarded it as quite extraordinary when at some point I saw a Minister of the 

government riding a motorbike without a helmet (which is not compulsory up to a 

certain speed), wearing shorts and a sleeveless t-shirt. Obviously he was not riding 

there in his capacity of minister and with the islands climate in mind it makes perfect 

sense to be dressed like he was. Nevertheless, it did strike me as unusual. 

Initially the literature review of this research was intended to include a case study 

section regarding the waste management and planning situation in the former Dutch 

Antilles (Caribbean). It would have been highly applicable as similar challenges are 

faced in the Caribbean. Contextually this case would be more comparable to the 

situation in Rarotonga than the case studies that have been included in the literature 

review; New Zealand and The Netherlands. Due to a number of constraints the case 

study has not been included. Initially, I saw the opportunity to make contact with 

government officials involved in the area of waste management in the Dutch Antilles, 

however, after sending these people emails it became clear that recent shifts in 

governance structure (the islands acquired different independency statuses in late 

2010) impeded successful establishment of contacts and sourcing of relevant 

documents (the number of documents sourced was to small to base the case study 

upon). Earlier on in the research process there was a promising prospect of being able 

to contact a key stakeholder through a family acquaintance, unfortunately this did not 

prove successful. Therefore the opportunity to conduct a comparative study between 

Rarotonga and, for example Bonaire (one of the islands of the former Dutch Antilles), 

with a focus on their waste management challenges and adopted solutions, still 

remains as a research avenue that needs further exploration. 
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Originally, I envisaged the study to become intrinsically driven by the Cook Islands 

waste management field as it could potentially identify a genuine need for a study 

similar to this research. Based on the notion that intrinsic motivation is the most 

important ingredient to achieve success, this construction of the research would have 

led to greater feasibility and better sustainability of the proposed recommendations. 

However, due to a short timeframe, which did not allow for the establishment of the 

necessary relationships, and the physical distance, the research became externally 

driven. Although I feel the study is very much relevant, it might not be as prone to 

adoption by local officials as it would have been if they had played significant roles in 

its fulfilment.  

4.12 Research(Timeline((

The diagram below (Table 6) aims to provide a general overview of the timeline of 

the research and associated tasks. 

Table 6 Research timeline 
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4.13 Summary(

In this chapter the theoretical and practical aspects of the study’s methodology have 

been explained and reasons have been presented to justify the research approach 

taken. A significant part of the chapter has been dedicated to describing the 

researcher’s background and ethical considerations regarding the research in its 

unique setting, as it has become clear that these components will have a considerable 

effect on the interpretation of the generated data. The methodological framework 

provides the researcher with the required guidance and structure for the subsequent 

stages of the study. In the following chapter an analysis and discussion of the 

collected data will be presented. 
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5 (((Results(and(Discussion(

5.1 Introduction(

This chapter will present and discuss the results of the study by following a structure 

informed by the literature review and the methodology. The research question, How 

can Rarotonga’s Waste Management Planning system become more sustainable, 

efficient, and future-proof?, is subdivided in several sub questions that have been 

presented in the ‘Introduction’ chapter. The interviews conducted during fieldwork 

provided answers with regard to the research sub questions. Each of the three sections 

of this chapter combines the answers to a number of the sub questions. The first 

section presents and discusses the current status of the waste management planning 

system in Rarotonga. The second section elaborates on what constrains sustainable 

functioning of the system and how associated constraints can be turned into 

opportunities. The second section also utilises a SWOT analysis of the collected data. 

Subsequently, the impact of waste management planning on the community and 

community views are described in the third section. To provide a tangible outcome of 

the research a CBA is included in section three. 

5.2 The(Current(Status(of(Waste(Management(Planning(in(Rarotonga(

Although system deficiencies exist, and quality of policy and practice in the past has 

been disputed, several noteworthy achievements have been made on a practical, 

policy and institutional level in Rarotonga in the last decade. These achievements 

include upgrades to the local landfill and practical initiatives surrounding waste 

minimisation, recycling, waste collection, and sanitation (KIs 4, 8 and 11). On a 

policy level plans and strategies have been put in place and are being reviewed. 

Education and awareness programmes delivered by governmental agencies are 

resulting in noticeable positive shifts in attitude towards waste management (KIs 2, 3, 

9 and 12). Institutionally, important legislation with regard to sanitation has been 

passed (KI 6). Furthermore, the present government has made a commitment to waste 

management by declaring it a top priority, outranking tourism, which held this 
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position in previous years (KIs 7 and 12). Not only the public sector plays a role in the 

positive achievements related to waste management. Several private entrepreneurs 

have successfully contributed to the processing and management of waste on the 

island (KI 10). There are, however, factors that indicate that Rarotonga is still far 

from realising a utopian status in terms of waste management planning (see section 

5.2.1). KI 14 mentions that the only result from the last ten years of waste 

management planning is a better understanding of issues, not necessarily better 

practice informed by policy. 

The way in which people qualify the status of waste management in Rarotonga varies 

greatly. Table 7 lists a number of responses of interview participants to the question, 

How would you describe the status of waste management planning in terms of 

sustainability, efficiency and future-proofness, in Rarotonga? 

Table 7 Interview responses with regard to the status of waste management planning in Rarotonga 

A number of reoccurring aspects were discovered that were used in the description of 

the status of the waste management planning system by interview participants. These 

aspects include the fragmentation of responsibilities; rates and levies; and community 

consultation. These and other aspects will be discussed in the subsequent sections; 

sustainability of waste management planning, and governance and strategic planning. 

It’s had its hiccups, I mean we had issues with the collection of rubbish…  

(KI 2) 

It has been effective to a degree, to a degree…  

(KI 8) 

Well, it’s new, from what I could gather it’s picking up pace, it’s new. So far it is 
working, but we still got a long way to go yet.  

(KI 9) 

They’ve not been effective. This is not a reflection only of the tourism industry and 
how the industry has developed, but also our social attitudes towards waste 
management and our waste management facilities.  

(KI 12) 
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5.2.1 Sustainability(of(Waste(Management(Planning(

In terms of the sustainability of waste management planning a number of issues play 

in Rarotonga on a social, economic, and environmental level. A socially sustainable 

waste management planning system needs to be supported by the public sector, 

private sector, and community. The lack of complete systems in waste management in 

Rarotonga has been an impediment in trying to achieve this particular type of 

sustainability. As was described in the ‘Context’ chapter, separation of domestic 

waste did not occur during a certain period of time in recent years, negatively 

influencing the image of waste management planning in Rarotonga. KI 2 exemplifies 

this as follows: 

We educate people at their home to say the rubbish needs to be brought out on the road 
and then it’s just dumped into the one truck and taken out to the landfill, then there’s the 
question of: ‘well, why do we bother separating at home’. 

This particular issue in combination with other system deficiencies has resulted in a 

lack of community and private sector confidence in the governmental bodies involved 

in waste management planning. Nonetheless, trust in the government’s ability to 

manage the waste streams on the island can potentially be restored by showcasing the 

proper functioning of associated systems (KI 11). 

The status of the waste management system with regard to its economic sustainability 

is characterised by a heavy reliance on aid money. The application process for funds 

often stalls development in the waste management field, as KI 5 demonstrates: “The 

planning stage is very slow, very very slow and frustrating, because we don’t have 

money. We just wait around for donors”. The generally dire economic situation is 

further exacerbated by the lack of a rates system to generate funds to cover the cost of 

waste management (KI 3). The absence of such a system also causes other far 

reaching effects, as Twardowska (2004:13) explains: “It is clear that waste disposal 

must have direct economic consequences for the waste generator or holder to make 

the legal definitions and regulations work properly…”. Although levies are charged 

for imported goods, these levies are not utilised towards the processing and exporting 

of waste (KI 10). As waste management has not been a top priority for the 

government over the recent years, continuity of funding in this area has been lacking. 

This inconsistent approach to waste management planning in terms of financial 
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commitment by the government has resulted in gaps in associated systems. An 

example of this approach is the significant investment that was made to establish the 

landfill while, “the corresponding systems surrounding the landfill have not been 

forthcoming in terms of government investment” (KI 11). 

Another area that has been neglected in terms of government facilitation is 

community participation in waste management (KIs 3, 9 and 14). Such participation 

has the potential to “encourage our communities to take ownership” of waste 

management planning issues and solutions (KI 14). The need for increased 

community input is contended, however, by KI 1, who notes that “the public have got 

too much input”. According to KI 1 community interference would inhibit the work 

of knowledgeable professionals. A social-economic connection can be made when 

listening to the private sector that has an interest in waste management in Rarotonga. 

KI 10, who is a representative of a private company involved in waste management, 

believes that the link between private and public sector can be strengthened if the 

government would take initiative: 

I think there needs to be more of [incentives for private sector], the top end of 
government needs to say ‘hey this is some area that we need to actually fix, and what 
we’re actually going to do is we’re going to provide incentives’. 

The issues surrounding social and economic sustainability of waste management 

planning in Rarotonga amount to environmental sustainability complications created 

by policy and practice matters, such as unclear responsibilities amongst agencies and 

waste collection problems. These topics are not further developed here as they have 

been detailed in the ‘Literature Review’ and ‘Context’ chapters. The fact that they 

have been derived from primary data analysis and correspond with the findings from 

the literature review confirms, however, the significance of these issues. 

5.2.2 Governance(and(Strategic(Planning(

An important influencing theme in the management of waste is governance. A 

number of different responses with regard to governance were made by the research 

participants when asked about the status of waste management planning in Rarotonga. 

Table 8 contains some interesting quotes from participants regarding the governance 

approach utilised in local waste management planning. 
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Table 8 Status of waste management planning related to governance 

As was identified in the literature review, significant fragmentation of responsibilities, 

as well as duplication of functions of governmental bodies, exist in the Rarotongan 

waste management planning framework. This was confirmed by the reactions of 

research participants (for example KI 7). With regard to the confusion about the main 

responsible agency for waste management KI 11 mentioned the following:  

It’s just trying to understand who should be taking the lead role in terms of managing 
waste and setting policies in place and also the regulatory role to do with waste, or who 
picks up the pieces when something goes wrong. 

A more integrative approach has been utilised in the past where several governmental 

agencies and non-governmental organisations worked together in an effective manner 

to tackle waste management challenges posed by cyclones (KI 14). In these cases the 

government has shown its tendency to react after the fact, instead of being proactive 

and strategic in its general approach to waste management (KI 14). With the advent of 

the new government a shift is taking place in this mind set, as KI 8 illuminates: 

“There has been tendency to be more proactive in waste, rather than: ‘oh there’s a 

problem, let’s fix it and wait there’s a problem, let’s fix it’ ”. 

The government’s approach to waste management is inextricably linked to its 

strategic planning ability. For a waste management approach to be sustainable it needs 

to be holistically, strategically and multidisciplinary informed, which currently is not 

the case (Seadon, 2006). The ad hoc and short-term fix approach applied by the 

Ad hoc and haphazard. It’s all over the place. It’s not as coordinated as it should be, 
but I think in saying that there has been a lot of lip service paid to the fact that we 
need to manage our waste better and all that, but the action has been quite slow. 

(KI 7) 

There’s been a lot happening in the past, but because of a dysfunctional approach, 
the fragmented approach of management of waste, it has been quite difficult to know 
who is supposed to be doing what.  

(KI 11) 

It’s not on a concerted all-together basis, no matter how educated you are and how 
good our kids are aware of it, because it’s not reminded in the actual collections or in 
the actual implementations… 

(KI 14) 
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government in this field in the past is being criticised both internally as well as 

externally (KIs 7 and 14). Furthermore, people are more and more aware that sound 

strategic environmental management can lead to environmental sustainability (KIs 3, 

7 and 13); and can thus act as a starting point or catalyst to achieve social and 

economic sustainability (Brady, 2005). KI 13 demonstrates this by stating: “By 

proper waste management you are creating a long-term sustainability for your 

tourism. And everything else, everything economic, health...”. 

Despite that a more sustainable and strategic approach is aspired to by many, 

constraints exist that do not allow for great progress in this respect. As a result, the 

current methods of planning for waste management are considered as having major 

shortcomings (KIs 3, 7, 13 and 14). Nevertheless, lessons are being learnt, which KI 5 

demonstrates by stating: “…we’re learning from our mistakes and we’re learning that 

it’s best to plan for 5 years ahead instead of fix today’s problem for the next months”. 

Set against the results of the literature review, the responses of interview participants 

have confirmed that Rarotonga’s environment in all its facets suffers from the 

inability of the government, private sector and community to achieve social and 

economic sustainability in waste management planning. Waste management related 

governance has been characterised by a fragmented structure. However, in past waste 

management issues related to natural disasters the government has proven that it can 

work efficiently and effectively on a focused cause (KI 14). Despite that the desire 

exists to improve the fundamentals for a sustainable and strategically operated 

framework in and outside the government, progress is slow and inhibited by various 

internal constraints. The next section scrutinises the mentioned constraints in more 

detail and attempts to identify correlated opportunities. 

5.3 Constraints(and(Opportunities(

The previous section has presented the current status of waste management planning. 

In addition to stating a number of achievements in this field it also identified several 

issues that can be attributed to certain constraints. This section aims to provide an 

extensive overview of the constraints and opportunities that exist in the area of waste 

management planning. To do so, it utilises the fieldwork results and direction 
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provided by the literature review. Furthermore, it couples the identified constraints 

and opportunities to strategic planning and evaluation principles. 

5.3.1 Constraints(

Table 9 provides a condensed overview of the constraints to sustainable waste 

management planning in Rarotonga. Only internal constraints are mentioned here as 

external constraints are beyond the scope of the study and have no potential to be 

addressed through the resulting recommendations. Therefore issues such as the heavy 

reliance on aid money; the complications caused by complex application processes for 

onverseas funding; international agreements and treaties impeding export of waste 

materials; and a volnerable economy, are omitted from this overview. It requires 

emphasis that this representation of constraints is a rather simplified and stripped 

down version of reality, which utilises generalisations drawn from the collected data. 

The constraints are subdivided in the following categories: awareness and education, 

capacity, community, economic, evaluation, fragmentation, governance, political 

commitment, private sector, land tenure system, strategic planning, and system 

deficiencies. 

Although it is clear from the fieldwork that a lot of time and effort is being invested in 

education and awareness, to create a sustainable system these have to be on-going 

processes (KIs 2, 8, 9 and 11). These efforts are hindered by system deficiencies that 

are observed by the community, who as a result feel discouraged to contribute to a 

sustainable system. A number of community related aspects complicate the 

introduction of user pay systems and hinder a strong compliance and enforcement 

sector. This includes the general tendency of Rarotongans to avoid confrontations at a 

cost of the environment and wider sustainability (KIs 1 and 12). A reactive rather than 

proactive mentality seems to exist, hampering a holistic strategic approach to waste 

management (KIs 10, 11 and 14). 

On a capacity level the system is constraint by the limited availability of human 

resources, which, according to SPREP (2009), is an issue in the entire Pacific. 

Nonetheless, professional skills can relatively easily be accessed externally (KI 14). 

Due to a small source population, accountibility is an issue as people cannot easily be 

replaced when not performing satisfactorily in their positions. The issue of 
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accountibility is further exacerbated by the tight knit nature of the local community. 

The lack of staff training in the waste management field is another factor that impedes 

a sustainable system, which is an effect of the economic constraints that exist in the 

field. 

Waste management planning in Rarotonga relies on monetary resources. However, 

schemes to generate funds to cover the cost of waste management are virtually 

nonexistent. An importer levy was abolished in 2006, most likely to stimulate the 

local economy (KI 11). Consequentially, it is difficult to reinstate this levy without 

causing political turmoil and loss of short-term gains. The fact that the people in 

Rarotonga are not used to polluter-pay schemes in combination with their financial 

capacity does not provide a solid launch platform for any such scheme. In case a 

polluter-pay or rates scheme would be establised an added difficulty would be to 

determine who should be targetted as the polluter, as tourists contribute considerable 

to the waste streams on the island (KI 4). In the event that tourists would be charged 

as polutters, the government would have to tread lightly as to not to deter tourists 

from the island by charging unfair or high waste management levies. Furthermore, 

available money has not been allocated to waste management in the past, which is a 

trend that seems to be undergoing a change currently. Private sector entrepreneurs are 

not encouraged with financial incentives to become involved in the management and 

planning for waste in Rarotonga. As a result of limited economic power the Cook 

Island government and private sector find it highly challenging to influence importers, 

manufacturers, and producers, to change practice as to lower the environmental costs 

of their imports (KI 2). 

Evaluation requirements are not in place causing difficulty in determining the 

effectiveness and efficiency of waste management processes and outcomes. KI 3 

mentions a typical example: “When they did the review of NESAF last year in the 

workshop they found that the indicators were not sufficient to be able to evaluate how 

well we have been doing”. As evaluation occurs only to a limited extent, issues of 

fragmentation of legislation and of responsibilities within the waste management 

planning framework have not been formally identified and are not being addressed 

accordingly. A lack of appropriate application of evaluation leads to ad hoc and short-

term fix interventions and does not provide a solid starting point for long-term 
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strategic planning initiatives. This approach to waste management planning is called 

“scatter gun approach”, due to its fragmented nature, by KI 1. Although the issue of 

fragmentation was identified in the NSDP in 2007, to date it still remains unaddressed 

and presents a major obstacle for the appropriate management of waste (Government 

of the Cook Islands, 2007). Strategic planning and governance is further complicated 

by the absence of a vision dedicated to waste management planning along with 

(previously) little political commitment to the field. The internal culture of the 

government also plays a role and may be impeding objective decision-making. The 

mentioned constraints are relating to policy informing waste management, however, 

practical constraints exist as well, such as the existing land tenure system in 

Rarotonga, which is bound to create problems in the future unless it is appropriately 

addressed. 

Table 9 Constraints to sustainable waste management planning in Rarotonga 

Categories Specific!Constraints!Associated!with!Category!

Awareness and Education • Education!and!raising!awareness!have!to!be!onT
going!processes!

Capacity 

• Lack!of!faith!in!local!(human)!capacity!
• Lack!of!people!with!the!required!skills!for!policy!

making!and!planning!in!waste!management!!
• Issues!of!accountibility!due!to!small!source!

population!!
• No!onTgoing!training!of!government!staff!involved!

with!waste!management!planning!

Community 

• Not!used!to!user!pay!systems!
• Tight!knit!community!complicates!compliance!and!

enforcement!efforts!
• Tendency!to!avoid!confrontations!at!cost!of!the!

environment!and!wider!sustainability!
• Reactive!rather!than!proactive!
• Discouraged!by!observing!lack!of!system!

functionality!
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Economic 

Generation of 
Resources 

• Monetary!resources!have!not!been!regularly!
allocated!to!waste!management!planning!in!the!past!

• Lack!of!revenue!generation!through!rates!–!unstable!
potential!ratepayer!base!

• Import!levy!not!dedicated!to!waste!
processing/exporting!

• Issues!with!targetting!the!right!polluter!(tourism)!
• Issue!of!precedence!with!abolishment!of!importer!

levy!in!2006!
• Lack!of!completeness!of!available!systems!can!act!as!

detterent!to!potentially!paying!polluters!
• Average!resident!is!said!no!to!be!able!to!afford!

contribution!to!waste!management!systems!

Limited Power 
• Limited!buying!power,!thus!difficult!to!influence!

behaviour!of!importers!

Evaluation 
• Lack!of!sound!reporting,!reviewing,!and!evaluation!

systems!

Fragmentation  
• Fragmentation!of!legislation!
• Fragmented!approach!(policy)!
• Fragmented!implementation!(practice)!

Governance 

Vision 
• Lack!of!vision!dedicated!to!waste!management!

planning!

Lack of 
Leadership 

• Lack!of!leadership!in!past!has!caused!issues!with!
regard!to!waste!management!

• Leaders!have!not!been!prioritising!the!
environment/waste!management!in!the!past,!which!
has!caused!issues!to!accumulate!and!become!more!
complex!

Culture 
• EveryoneTknowsTeveryone!aspect!is!impeding!

objective!decisionTmaking!
• Focus!on!solving!problems!as!they!occur!

Political Commitment  • Lack!of!commitment!to!waste!management!by!
people!in!influential!positions!

Private Sector 

• Limited!ways!to!keep!operating!costs!down,!no!
financial!incentives!

• Existing!scepticism!to!working!with!the!public!
sector,!which!is!regarded!as!lacking!aptitude!

Land Tenure System 
• No!space!for!additional!landfill!
• NIMBY!effect!

Strategic Planning 
• Lack!of!longTterm!planning!cycles!and!outlook!!
• Lack!of!provision!for!town!planning!intervention!
• ShortTterm!fixes,!ad!hoc!and!not!holistic!

System Deficiencies 

• Responsibilities!are!not!met!by!all!government!
agencies!involved!

• Systems!not!fully!functioning!
• Lack!of!national!guidance!on!policy!and!regulations!

to!enable!complete!and!effective!systems!
• Lack!of!sound!monitoring!and!enforcement!
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This section presented constraints to sustainable waste management planning in 

Rarotonga. It is easy to imagine how the sheer number of constraints and their 

interrelatedness can prove very daunting for entities who would like to address them. 

However, if examined carefully these constraints can potentially be negotiated 

without too much difficulty. KI 13 states the following about the dominant attitude on 

the island towards waste management planning: “That would be a mind set of seeing 

certain problems that aren’t really there. That can be worked out”. The subsequent 

section details the opportunities that exist to improve the waste management system 

in Rarotonga. 

5.3.2 Opportunities(

Table 10 offers an overview of the opportunities for sustainable waste management 

planning in Rarotonga. As with the constraints it should be noted that these 

opportunites are rather simplified and would need further examination in case 

potential implementation would be considered. It is very encouraging that the 

daunting list of constraints to proper waste management planning on the island – 

collated from the data collected through stakeholder interviews, is being off set by an 

impressive set of opportunities, which is also compiled from interviewee responses. 

Clearly many of the interviewees had already put a lot of effort into thinking about 

solutions to waste management problems that plague the island. The opportunities are 

subdivided in the following categories: awareness and education, capacity, economic, 

fragmentation, governance, political commitment, private sector, strategic planning, 

and systems. 

Unless people (government, community, and private sector) thoroughly understand 

the importance of waste management planning and take responsibility for their 

actions, no environmental, social, or economic sustainability can be achieved. 

Therefore awareness and education should not only play an important role currently 

but on-going into the future, as KI 9 states:!“…it should be an on-going thing this 

awareness, all the time”.!Opportunities exist to make the waste management planning 

framework more robust and complete by addressing legislation and policy. However, 

for a robust framework to function, the practical side has to be competent to make the 

system fully functional. This effect can be achieved by providing training to staff. For 

an effectively functioning system all tiers in the hierarchy should be communicating 
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and co-operating. KI 14 advocates more interaction between policy-makers, decision-

makers, and people involved in waste management planning operations, to achieve 

such a situation. 

On an economic level appropriate allocation of resources can improve policy-making 

and practice. The case studies of New Zealand and The Netherlands in chapter two 

have demonstrated that charging rates and levies are ways to sustain the waste 

management system in a financial way. By gradually introducing different schemes to 

gain revenue in Rarotonga; including polluter-pay systems, voluntary tourism 

donations, and import levies; the financial cost of waste management, processing, and 

planning can be off set. To empower the community and the private sector in waste 

management related ventures, incentives could be created. With regard to 

incentivising private sector companies which are involved with waste management, 

KI 10 states the following: “Government has got to be proactive and perhaps come in 

and buy the financial intensive equipment”. However, incentives do not necessarily 

need to be monetary, but can be facilitative in nature and create a more enabling 

environment for businesses that want to be involved in waste management planning. 

This corresponds with the literature review (section 2.6.2), which identified that 

deregulation of certain limiting factors could encourage waste market functioning. KI 

1, a private sector entrepreneur in Rarotonga and New Zealand citizen, suggested that 

through incorporation of the New Zealand private sector in tendering processes for 

waste management the quality and expertise of operations on the island could be 

enhanced. In tandem with stricter compliance and enforcement efforts these 

interventions could improve the rigour of the existing waste management planning 

system (KIs 2 and 11). Similar to the approaches in New Zealand and The 

Netherlands, shifting the focus on compliance to a more advisory role could prove 

beneficial for the Rarotongan system. Intervention of this nature could create a 

preventative effect that could cause the agency responsible for enforcement to become 

more proactive rather than reactive. 

Enormous potential to further Rarotonga’s waste management lies in general and 

specific governance functions, such as providing direction for the existing and new 

waste management planning initiatives. KI 10 confirms this need for guidance, “I 

think at the end of the day you need to actually have a strong leader. Leadership, I 
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mean…”. In taking on such a challenge the government creates the possibility to 

regain the confidence of the community and the private sector. That political 

commitment is much needed to enable such an outcome is demonstrated by KI 8, who 

mentioned the following, while he explained the requirements for improvement of the 

system:“…and then the change of government perception of solid waste as well, you 

need that buy-in from the top of government”. Although the importance of a dedicated 

vision for waste management did not often feature in comments about governance in 

the interviews, it is a prerequisite for strategic planning and part of the strategic 

planning cycle, see Figure 4 in the literature review (Kobus, 2003; Madu, 2007). The 

community should be consulted in the process of developing a realistic and 

sustainable vision (KIs 3, 11 and 14). 

Furthermore, a number of significant interventions to make the Rarotongan system 

more strategically sound and sustainable exist, one of which is strengthening the 

community role in waste management planning (KIs 5, 7, 8, 11 and 14). An emphasis 

on community participation will almost naturally improve the social sustainability of 

initiatives as well as ascertain a degree of future-proofness, as “the community will 

always be there” (KI 14). Moreover, the possibility exists to expand the timeframes 

for planning cycles that are currently based on annual budget reviews, and 

consequentially impeding long-term planning as, “…you can’t plan long-term on a 

year by year budget” (KI 13). Taking a holistic life-cycle perspective in order to 

manage products from introduction into the country to their final state of 

disposal/exportation is another area that could be explored (Ekvall, et al., 2007). 

Finally, in terms of strategic planning, setting a limited number of realistic waste 

management targets and assuring achievement of those targets could be an 

empowering process for both government as well as local community and private 

sector (KI 14; Rogers, et al., 2006). 
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Table 10 Opportunities for sustainable waste management planning in Rarotonga 

Categories Specific!Opportunities!Associated!with!Category!

Awareness and Education 

• Strenghten!awareness!and!provide!onTgoing!
education!

• Provide!training!for!public!sector!staff!involved!
in!waste!management!planning!

• Raise!awareness!of!the!fact!waste!management!
planning!is!an!issue!for!everyone,!not!only!for!
government!

Capacity • Increase!human!resource!capacity!at!‘delivery!
end’!of!waste!management!continuum!!

Economic 

• PolicyTmaking!and!practice!has!to!be!supported!
by!the!appropriate!allocation!of!resources!

• Introduce!refundable!bottles!scheme!
• Advanced!disposal!scheme!on!eTwaste!
• Introduce!polluterTpay!systems!at!recycling!

station!
• Create!incentives!for!private!sector!to!become!

involved!in!waste!management!planning!
• Utilise!existing!levy!on!imports!to!cover!for!costs!

of!waste!management!planning!and!waste!
processing!

• Introduce!voluntary!tourist!donation!towards!the!
processing!and!management!of!waste!

• Distribute!resources!to!the!community!to!
compensate!for!their!cost!of!being!involved!in!
waste!management!!

Fragmentation 
• Create!a!clear!distinction!between!government!

agency!roles!and!responsibilities,!in!legislation!
and!policy!

Governance 

General 

• Create!a!sound!waste!management!strategy!
• Encourage!producer!responsibility!
• Promote!sustainable!waste!management!practice!

in!tourism!
• Win!back!community!and!private!sector!

confidence!in!waste!management!planning!
system!by!succesfully!realising!feasible!
proposals!

• Government!can!play!a!proactive!role!as!
facilitator!enabling!a!healthy!waste!management!
planning!sector!

• Accountibility!in!government!with!regard!to!
waste!management!planning!can!be!improved!by!
introducing!interministerial!environmental!
sustainability!plans!

Vision 

• A!clear,!critical!and!realistic!vision!could!be!
developed!regarding!waste!management!
planning!that!incorporates!a!strategic!and!
holistic!outlook!
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5.3.3 Strengths,(Weaknesses,(Opportunities,(Threats(

The results from Tables 9 and 10 have been reinterpreted and entered into a SWOT 

analysis (Table 11). Table 11 contains a selection of the most prominent respective 

strenghts, weaknesses, opportunities and threats. The strenghts and weaknesses noted 

in the upper quadrants of the table are internal factors of the Rarotongan waste 

management planning framework. The environment in which the framework exists 

determines its external opportunities and threats, which can be found in the lower 

quadrants of the table. The SWOT analysis clarifies the relationship between the 

different features of the Rarotongan waste management planning system and the 

environment in which it functions. Furthermore, it shows which strengths have the 

potential to become opportunities and which risks (threats) need to be taken into 

account when attempting to implement these opportunities. Although the table 

Leadership • Strong!leadership!with!commitment!to!waste!
management!and!a!strategic!outlook!

Political Commitment  • Increase!top!government!commitment!to!waste!
management!planning!

Private Sector 

• When!tendering!for!waste!management!
contracts!include!New!Zealand!companies!in!the!
process!

• Provide!financial!assistance!when!companies!
need!to!buy!financial!intensive!equipment!for!
waste!management!

Strategic Planning 

• Move!away!from!annual!budget!cycle!planning!to!
a!longTterm!approach!

• A!holistic!lifeTcycle!approach!could!be!adopted!in!
waste!management!planning!!

• Strenghten!the!role!of!the!community!in!planning!
for!waste!management!!

• Set!a!limited!number!of!feasible!targets!for!waste!
management!planning!and!ensure!achievement!
of!these!targets!

• CoToperation!needs!to!be!encouraged!between!
policyTmakers,!decisionTmakers!and!staff!
involved!in!practical!operations!

• Make!provisions!for!sustainable!waste!
management!planning!compulsory!in!any!type!of!
development!or!initiative!

Systems 

• Make!the!system!more!rigid!while!providing!
more!incentives!!

• Strengthen!monitoring!and!enforcement!
functions!

• Strenghten!the!advisory!role!in!the!compliance!
and!enforcement!area!!
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simplifies the problems surrounding the thesis topic, it does nevertheless elucidate the 

main aspects of this study. 

Table 11 SWOT analysis of Rarotonga's waste management planning framework 

Strenghts 

Awareness and Education 
• Has!long!been!a!prominent!activity!for!

governmental!bodies!
Community 

• Strong!community!spirit!
Economic 

• Revenue!from!tourism!!
• Importer!levy!

Political Commitment  
• Government!has!made!waste!

management!a!priority!area!
Strategic Planning 

• Annual!budget!planning!cycle!

Weaknesses 

Capacity 
• Lack!of!people!with!the!required!

skills!for!policyTmaking!and!
planning!in!waste!management!

Community 
• Discouraged!by!observing!lack!of!

system!functionality!
Economic 

• Monetary!resources!have!not!been!
regularly!allocated!to!waste!
management!planning!in!the!past!

• Average!resident!is!said!not!to!be!
able!to!afford!contribution!to!waste!
management!systems!

Evaluation!
• Lack!of!sound!reporting,!reviewing,!

and!evaluation!systems!
Fragmentation 

• Fragmented!approach!to!waste!
management!planning,!legislation,!
policy!and!implementation!

Strategic Planning!
• ShortTterm!fixes,!ad!hoc!and!not!

holistic!
Systems!

• Lack!of!national!guidance!on!policy!
and!regulations!to!enable!complete!
and!effective!systems!

• Lack!of!sound!monitoring!and!
enforcement 

•  

Opportunities 

Awareness and Education 
• Strenghten!and!ensure!continuity!
• Provide!training!for!public!sector!staff!

involved!in!waste!management!
planning!

Community 
• Strengthen!community!participation!

in!waste!management!planning 

Threats 

Community 
• Tight!knit!community!complicates!

compliance!and!enforcement!efforts!
• Reactive!rather!than!proactive !

Governance Culture 
• ShortTterm!thinking,!ad!hoc!

approaches!
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A noticable fact when studying Table 11 is that the number of weaknesses outweighs 

the number of strengths of the waste management planning system. Although this is a 

reason for concern and a merit in its own right to justify strenghtening of the entire 

waste management field, it was a result to be expected due to the obvious deficiencies 

that plague the system at present. This observation also implies that any intervention 

Economic 
• Due!to!renewed!political!commitment!

distribution!of!funds!towards!waste!
management!planning!can!be!enabled!

• Utilise!revenue!from!tourism!towards!
waste!management !

• Dedicate!percentage!of!importer!levy!
to!waste!management!planning!

• Introduce!domestic!waste!levy!that!
reflects!the!quality!of!the!waste!
collection!and!processing!service!

Evaluation!
• Introduce!sound!reporting,!reviewing,!

and!evaluation!systems!for!waste!
management!planning!in!policy!and!
legislation!

Fragmentation 
• Create!a!clear!distinction!between!

government!agency!roles!and!
responsibilities,!in!legislation!and!
policy 

Governance 
• Provide!strong!strategic!leadership!

Political Commitment  
• Increase!top!government!

commitment!to!waste!management!
planning!

Strategic Planning 
• Extend!annual!planning!cycles!to!

longTterm!multiTyear!cycles!
• Develop!dedicated!vision!for!waste!

management!planning!
Systems!

• Make!the!system!more!rigid!while!
providing!more!incentives!!

• Strengthen!monitoring!and!
enforcement!functions!

• Strenghten!the!advisory!role!in!the!
compliance!and!enforcement!area!

Private!Sector!
• Sceptical!towards!working!with!

government,!which!is!regarded!as!
lacking!aptitude!
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to improve the system needs to be thorougly researched and prepared before 

implementation, as internal weaknesses and environmental threats can otherwise undo 

its potential effect. Despite certain systemic issues, a basis for development of the 

waste management planning framework can be distinguished from the SWOT 

analysis. In other words, a foundation to build upon exists, even though it might not 

be the most sturdy underpinning. Farncombe et al. (2005) and Madu (2007) have 

emphasised the importance of government support to further environmental 

management. The relatively recent commitment of the Rarotongan government to the 

area of waste management can be considered as a promising shift in focus. This 

gesture, which still needs to come to full fruition, has opened a door to a raft of 

opportunities that exist to minimise the weaknesses of the system and further 

consolidate existing strenghts. 

A strong community spirit could be utilised to increase public input into waste 

management planning and to focus on-going awareness and education efforts. The 

community could also play a vital role in defining a vision for waste management 

planning. Augmented community involvement also ensures the future-proofness of 

the framework, as the community has the power to influence long-term strategic 

planning far into the future. Current planning in accordance with annual budgetary 

cycles can be utilised as a starting point to create a more strategically informed 

system that plans across long-term timeframes. 

Significant gains for waste management planning are represented by the opportunities 

to strengthen evaluation, governance, and systems. Particularly when addressing the 

rigour of the existing system by improvements of monitoring and enforcement, 

effectiveness and efficiency, and clear definition of government agency roles in 

legislation and policy. State of the environment reports have been compiled in the 

past, but not on a regular basis, to demonstrate progress on certain development 

indicators. Implementation of sound reporting, reviewing, and evaluation systems for 

waste management planning in policy and legislation improves not only 

environmental outcomes (for which quality monitoring is required) but also assesses 

the quality of the processes utilised to achieve these ends. When adopting these 

evaluation principles it is essential that a complete process is followed which feeds 

back the lessons learnt from evaluation into the wider waste management planning 
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process. Increased quality of evaluation is not only worth pursueing for its potential 

individual merits, as it also holds the additional potential to improve the accountibility 

of the various actors in the system (Bochel and Duncan, 2007). 

Continuous threats to the framework are associated with the mind set and culture of 

the community, public sector, and private sector, which potentially influence any type 

of development or intervention opportunity. These threats can, however, be negotiated 

with on-going awareness and education initiatives, strong leadership, meaningful 

community consultation, an active and collaborative approach, and genuine 

government commitment (Stead and Stead, 2004). 

5.4 The(Impact(of(Waste(Management(Planning(on(Rarotonga’s(People(

This section details the physical and social impacts of waste management planning on 

Rarotonga’s people. According to KI 14 the effects of the waste management system 

on the community are significant. Current policy and practice cannot fully inhibit 

pollution of valuable terrestrial and marine resources. In a physical sense, the 

community relies on resources that are affected by waste, such as the lagoon of which 

the water quality is not up to standard, as KI 5 explains: “Socially, a lot of our food 

comes from that lagoon. We eat everything from that lagoon, but now we can’t”. This 

is supported by KI 7, who states: “it [waste management planning] impacts on your 

family if you go out to fish for example and get food from the sea”. The aspects of 

waste management that impact on tourism, for example fly nuisance from the landfill, 

also directly impact on local peoples’ livelihoods as tourism is the main economic 

pillar in Rarotonga (KI 9). Moreover, the collection of commercial and domestic solid 

waste (or lack thereof in the past) affects peoples’ lives significantly, as has been 

detailed in the ‘Context’ chapter. 

The social impact of waste management planning on the community is very different 

from the physical impact, as KI 14 describes: “If I would talk about the community’s 

understanding of the waste management planning, they appreciate what they see 

that’s all, but the intricacies involved in the planning process, no”.! This lack of 

affinity with planning issues surrounding waste that are not directly affecting the 

community – as they are not tangible and you cannot ‘see’ them, might impede 

community involvement in this area. The case with environmental policy often is that 
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its effects are not noticed until long after the policy has been implemented (Crabbe 

and Leroy, 2008). Consequentially, people will not be able to notice changes in the 

short term. This particular aspect of the nature of policy limits the public notion of its 

significance, whether it is effective or not, further distancing the community from 

policy development and implementation processes. As this characteristic of policy is 

difficult to change, one of the few measures to deal with its effect is by educating 

people about it. 

The fact that currently no rates for domestic solid waste collection are charged does 

not contribute to a sense of social responsibility for the thoroughness of local waste 

management. Although most people experience the physical effects as significant, 

awareness of the importance of waste management is only recently becoming part of 

the local culture. This is attributed to, despite having education promoting responsible 

behaviour with regard to waste,  “…the social cultural way of doing things”!(KI 14).!

As a result, the full consolidation of the importance of waste management is yet to 

happen in new generations (KI 14). 

5.4.1 Costs(and(Benefits(of(Development(Scenarios(

In this subsection a CBA (Table 12) is utilised to provide a tangible outcome for all 

stakeholders affected by this study. The CBA presents opportunities to develop the 

waste management planning system in ways that can change current policy and 

practice. As such it facilitates the need to understand the cost of current practice, 

which is implied by the following statement: “We react rather than pro act. (…) It’s a 

way of practice people have gotten used to. It can be changed if people saw the cost” 

(KI 14). 

The CBA illustrates potential development scenarios with their respective 

environmental, social, and economic costs and benefits. The reason for the adoption 

of a scenario approach is because such an approach is adaptable to different future 

trends, and in this particular instance, approaches to waste management planning 

(Stead and Stead, 2004). The scenarios range from maintaining the current status of 

waste management; to improvement and implementation of different components – 

governance, strategic planning and quality evaluation principles; to a holistic 

approach, which combines scenarios two, three and four. The CBA is not to be 
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considered as an exhaustive guide on the environmental, social, and economic effects 

of the introduction of any of the development scenarios. Nor does it guarantee the 

costs and benefits of the presented implementations and improvements. It does, 

however, state likely outcomes in different dimensions of sustainability if certain 

drastic changes in approaches to waste management planning would be made. 

Table 12 CBA of development scenarios for Rarotonga's waste management planning framework 

 

 Scenario 1 

Maintainance of 

Status Quo!

Scenario 2 

Improvement of 

Governance 

Scenario 3 

Implementation of 

Strategic Planning 

Principles 

E
n

vi
ro

n
m

en
ta

l 

Cost Little or no waste 
minimisation, deteriorating 
natural environment due to 
expanding landfill and 
substandard sanitation 
facilities 

Deterioration of natural 
environment could still 
occur in the long-term as 
improved governance 
cannot solely improve the 
functioning of the waste 
management planning 
system 

Deterioration of the 
natural environment is 
less likely as time 
progresses, but could still 
occur as the 
implementation of 
strategic planning 
principles alone cannot 
achieve complete 
functioning of the waste 
management planning 
system 

Benefit  The short-term status of the 
natural environment could 
improve due to effective 
and efficient functioning of 
responsible government 
agencies 

Improving long-term 
status and sustainability 
of natural environment 
due to adoption of 
strategic planning cycle 
processes (Figure 4, 
Chapter 2, literature 
review) 

S
o

ci
al

 

Cost Lack of government 
initiative could further 
decrease community buy-in 
which seems to be fading 
away currently 

The public could initially 
feel intimidated by 
proactive governance 
affecting their waste 
management habits 

The public may initially 
feel intimidated by a 
different style of planning 
for waste management 

Benefit Little need to face 
challenges to address issues 
related to monitoring and 
enforcement 

As a results of observing 
proactive governance with 
vision and strong leadership 
the community could regain 
confidence in waste 
management planning 

Increased community 
buy-in to waste 
management planning as 
they can observe that 
intervention is sustainable 
and holistically informed 

E
co

n
o

m
ic

 

Cost ‘Wasted’ environment could 
deter tourism impeding the 
generation of much needed 
revenue 

Short-term monetary cost of 
reviewing and amending of 
legislation, policy and 
operations  

Short-term monetary cost 
of implementing strategic 
planning processes and 
thinking 

Benefit Little or no short-term 
expenses on waste 
management planning 

Clean, green natural 
environment attracts 
tourism, increasing revenue 

Cost savings in the long-
term due to extension of 
planning cycles 
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The status quo of Rarotonga’s waste management and planning system has been 

extensively detailed in the ‘Context’ chapter and in the previous constraints and 

opportunities section. It is clear that this situation does not yield the best results in 

terms of waste management in Rarotonga, with little benefits to sustainability and 

predominantly representing costs to the natural environment, community, and national 

economy. Nonetheless, opportunities exist to address the island’s management and 

  Scenario 4 
Implementation of Quality 

Evaluation Principles!

Scenario 5  
Commit to a Holistic Approach 

(scenarios 2-4 combined) 
E

n
vi

ro
n

m
en

ta
l 

Cost Deterioration of natural environment could 
still occur in the long-term as implementation 
of quality evaluation alone cannot improve 
the holistic functioning of the waste 
management planning system 

 

Benefit The state of the environment could be closely 
monitored as well as the effectiveness and 
efficiency of the waste management planning 
processes that affect it 

It is most likely that waste minimisation 
can achieve its full potential and that the 
natural environment shall achieve an 
improved and more sustainable status as 
well as the island’s landfill and sanitation 
facilities 

S
o

ci
al

 

Cost The effects of implementation of quality 
evaluation principles, including the 
improvement of review and reporting 
systems, could put human resource capacity 
further under pressure 

 

Benefit Government agency accountibility could 
improve due to changes to reporting 
processes and structures, which could 
encourage community commitment to waste 
management 

Strategic planning, governance, and 
evaluation reforms could create carrying 
capacity for stricter monitoring and 
enforcement activity, it could also 
promote stronger coherence of 
community, government and private 
sector 

E
co

n
o

m
ic

 

Cost Short-term monetary cost of implementing 
quality evaluation principles 

 

Benefit Quality evaluation could provide stakeholders 
with possibilities to make well informed 
strategic planning decisions as to avoid 
unsustainable spending 

Strategic planning, governance, and 
evaluation reforms could ensure a 
complete and fully functioning system 
justifying the introduction of domestic 
waste rates and other charges to support 
the monetary cost of the waste 
management planning system, the 
environmental prerequisites for 
Rarotonga’s main industries (fisheries 
and tourism) could achieve peak 
condition from which the community 
could reap the financial benefits while 
putting a percentage of those gains 
towards sustainable waste management 
planning 
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planning issues with regard to waste (see Table 12), especially when the concepts 

from scenarios two, three and four – governance, strategic planning and quality 

evaluation, are being applied; the relevant technical detail of these concepts has been 

mentioned in chapter two (‘Literature Review’). In isolation these concepts may only 

partially yield the required outcomes to progress waste management, but when 

combined, as for example in scenario five, they could have the potential to make a 

significant positive difference to the institutional, policy, and practical functioning of 

waste management planning. 

5.5 Summary(

This chapter has presented and discussed the results of the study. It has highlighted 

issues of fragmentation and unsustainable practice in the current status of 

management and planning for waste in Rarotonga. Additionally, it identified a vast 

number of constraints that impede development of waste management planning in 

vital areas such as governance, strategic planning, and evaluation. Although 

constraints seem to dominate the current situation, a variety of opportunities exist to 

improve the environmental, social, and economic sustainability of the system. In a 

SWOT analysis several promising strengths with regard to potential development of 

the system have been matched with weaknesses, threats and opportunities. The 

analysis showed that significant gains could be made in terms of waste management 

planning by converting strengths into opportunities, while considering the associated 

threats. The impact of waste management planning on local people, which is deemed 

significant especially in terms of the physical effects, has been elucidated. The chapter 

has implied that for increased community involvement to occur in waste management 

planning the existing system needs to become more complete and effective. In order 

to provide a tangible outcome of the research a CBA was implemented to rationalise 

what could be achieved on an environmental, social, and economic level if certain 

development scenarios would be realised. A combination of changes to governance, 

strategic planning, and evaluation, is most likely to have significant positive effects 

for the Rarotongan waste management planning system. The subsequent chapters 

present the recommendations and final thoughts of this study. 
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6 (((Recommendations(

6.1 Introduction(

This chapter presents the recommendations of this study in three stages that are part 

of a proposed chronological order of interventions, called the multi stage model. The 

multi stage model is thought to be the most effective way to achieve sustainability, 

efficiency, and future-proofness in Rarotonga’s waste management planning system. 

The recommendations presented in this chapter are based on findings from the 

‘Literature Review’, and ‘Results and Discussion’ chapters. A thorough study of 

literature and interview data has been conducted to underpin the recommendations. 

Progress in the field of waste management planning would be enabled through the 

adoption of the proposed recommendations, however, as the multi stage model could 

be influenced by factors that are outside the scope of the study no guarantees can be 

given with regard to the potential outcomes resulting from its implementation. 

6.2 Multi(Stage(Model(

The proposed multi stage model has been informed by the results of the study (see 

Table 13). Participants indicated that for certain recommendations to be deemed 

feasible and reasonable, the waste management planning system has to be completely 

functioning and basic components have to be in place. In this light, KI 11 mentions 

the following: 

It [the waste management planning system] has to become more rigid, but at the same 
time provide more incentives for people. I do believe we need to be a bit more rigid with 
enforcement, but in good time, in terms of making sure that procedures and systems are 
in place for when people do comply they should see all these other things, the ripple 
effect of their compliance. 

This quote implies that certain interventions need to take place in a set order to make 

systems function efficiently and effectively before they can be supported by the 

community. This study has shown that public buy-in is a key requirement for a 

sustainable waste management planning system as well as for reinforcing its future-

proofness. These factors justify a multi stage approach. The multi stage model 
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consists of three development stages; preparation, consolidation, and maintenance and 

enhancement. Although the recommendations are presented in three stages as part of 

an integral model, they can be implemented on a stand-alone basis. The effect of the 

implementation of a single recommendation would potentially be significantly less 

than when multiple recommended interventions would be implemented in the order 

suggested in the multi stage model. This is due to the high level of interconnectedness 

of the various recommendations and their mutually complementing nature. The 

recommendation categories presented in the model are derived from the literature 

review and the participant interviews. The categories are governance, strategic 

planning, evaluation, and miscellaneous. The recommendation categories are not to be 

regarded as the sole possible way to progress the system, as there may well be a raft 

of other interventions available to achieve such progress, some of which will be 

suggested in the miscellaneous category. However, because this study is focussed on 

these particular themes, they are the primary ones utilised in the proposed 

recommendations in the respective stages of the model. 

Table 13 Multi Stage Model 

6.2.1 Stage(One(–(Preparation(

Stage one of the multi stage model is the proposed starting point for improvements to 

the Rarotongan waste management planning system and thus named ‘preparation’ 

(see Table 14). It proposes a number of highly challenging interventions that could 

provide a strong underpinning for future developments in the field. This stage is most 

likely to be the toughest to implement as it requires a number of significant changes to 

occur, not just on a technical and professional level, but also on a cultural level within 

the government. Several!of!the!recommendations are one-off interventions (the black 

square bullet points) that potentially have an on-going positive effect for the future of 

Stage 1  Preparation 

Stage 2  Consolidation 

Stage 3  Maintenance and Enhancement 
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waste management planning, whereas other recommendations are reoccurring in the 

respective stages (the white circular bullet points). 

Prioritised resource distribution to waste management; investment in human resources 

(HR); and co-operation between policy-makers, decision-makers and operations 

managers, are essential government instigated interventions for the preparatory stage 

but also need to continue in the future to ensure the continuity of high quality practice 

in the field. Legislative amendments are required to pave the way forward for waste 

management planning. The emphasis in these legal reforms, as in the proposed 

recommendations, would be on providing clarity in the division of responsibilities of 

the government agencies involved, the provision for long-term planning timeframes, 

and transparent reporting structures enabling accountability for those carrying 

ultimate responsibility in the field (under ‘evaluation’). In terms of preparing a solid 

foundation to grow the quality of the waste management framework the drafting of a 

waste management strategy is essential. 

Drafting a dedicated vision, a strategic planning intervention, is an initiative that 

could lay the foundation for a clear development direction in waste management 

planning. Promoting community and private sector participation in this process of 

envisaging a future for waste management planning is important, as it can be the first 

stepping-stone on a pathway to improving trust between the public sector, private 

sector, and the community. In this first stage a life-cycle management approach for 

potential waste materials can be initiated in collaboration with the community. After 

the legislative groundwork has been done, which was proposed in the previous 

paragraph, long-term work plans for waste management can be drafted and 

implemented. The last recommendation in the first stage associated with strategic 

planning has the potential to empower government agencies in their adoption of this 

multi stage model. Morale could be significantly boosted by setting a limited number 

of feasible targets for waste management planning and ensuring the achievement of 

these targets. This could provide the necessary energy to carry on with the subsequent 

phases of the proposed multi stage model. Additionally, newly implemented 

evaluation processes could be tested in measuring the effectiveness and efficiency of 

the processes utilised to achieve these targets. The activity of setting these feasible 
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targets offers another opportunity to involve the community in waste management 

related matters. 

It is proposed in the stage one recommendations that after the legislative amendments 

immediate effort is put into the evaluation of processes and outcomes, and in 

particular matters of accountability, to strengthen the integrity of the waste 

management planning system and the way it is publicly perceived. Based on the case 

study of The Netherlands in the literature review it is strongly suggested that specific 

measurable performance indicators are used in these interventions. 

In the miscellaneous category, maintenance and enhancement of education and 

awareness campaigns is an intervention that reoccurs throughout all stages. This 

particular intervention provides a vital connection between the providers and users of 

waste management services and should, as further development in the field takes 

place, be continuously revisited. Recent political commitment to waste management 

is not only a significant prerequisite for the preparatory stage, it is a vital driver for 

the successful implementation of the multi stage model. For that reason, it can be 

regarded as a key recommendation for involved political leaders to provide the 

political capacity to drive the impetus for improvements in the area of waste 

management planning. As a certain associated momentum appears to exist at present 

in Rarotonga, the commencement of proposed stage one should happen sooner rather 

than later. A vast number of variables inhibit a detailed forecast in terms of the time it 

would take to implement stage one. However, to maintain momentum throughout all 

three stages of the proposed model the first stage should not be allowed to take longer 

than 18 months. 

Table 14 Multi stage model, stage 1, preparation 

Stage 1 Preparation 

Governance 
o Prioritise distribution of resources to waste management planning 
o Invest in HR to strengthen policy-making and operational level (i.e. 

provide training for staff) 
o Encourage co-operation between policy-makers, decision-makers and 

operations managers 
! Create a clear distinction between government agency roles and 
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6.2.2 Stage(Two(–(Consolidation(

Whereas stage one is by far the most complex and difficult to implement, stages two 

and three might be more straightforward in nature. They do, however, strongly rely on 

the stamina and persistence of the respective governmental, community, and private 

sector stakeholders to be carried out to a satisfactorily standard. Stage two of the multi 

stage model is aimed at consolidating the interventions from stage one into the waste 

management planning environment of Rarotonga (see Table 15). It evaluates 

amendments made to legislation and policy in stage one and utilises the results to 

address remaining weaknesses in the system. Furthermore, it strengthens ties with the 

community and private sector. 

responsibilities, in legislation and policy 
! Legislate for planning/programming cycles of an increased time span  
! Create a sound waste management strategy 

Strategic Planning 
o Draft an ambitious but realistic dedicated vision for waste management 

planning, utilising genuine consultation with the community and private 
sector  

o Manage waste streams using life-cycle approach (from import into the 
country to final disposal) 

! Draft and implement long-term work plans (NES) dedicated to waste 
management planning  

! Set a limited number of feasible targets for waste management planning 
and ensure achievement of these targets 

Evaluation 
o Introduce quality evaluation principles to assess processes and outcomes 

related to waste management planning 
! Address issues with reporting structure that affect accountability of 

government agencies, e.g. have NES reporting to IEA instead of directly to 
minister (amend legislation) 

! Employ specific measurable performance indicators for evaluations and 
assessments 

Miscellaneous 
o Maintain and enhance education and awareness campaigns 
o Government to explicitly show its political commitment to waste 

management planning 
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Continuation of the recommended governance interventions from stage one, the 

prioritised distribution of resources; investment in HR; and encouraging close 

collaboration between policy-makers, decision-makers and operations managers, 

provides the basis for developments in stage two. As part of strategic planning in this 

stage, the previously drafted vision for waste management could be implemented with 

the buy-in from the community and private sector. The life-cycle management 

approach to waste streams could be continued. Building on the successes of stage one, 

an important objective of stage two is to re-establish and strengthen relations with the 

community and private sector in order to regain their confidence in government’s 

waste management planning approach. To achieve this, the strategic planning 

emphasis of stage two is on community consultation and facilitation, and a fully 

functioning waste management planning framework. As the community and private 

sector’s positive perception of waste management has had a chance to be strengthened 

through several government initiatives in stage one, carrying capacity is being created 

to make the monitoring and enforcement system stricter and more rigid, while 

increasingly providing monetary and non-monetary incentives to reward compliance. 

The increased carrying capacity could also prove beneficial when making provisions 

for sustainable waste management planning a compulsory requirement, including 

budgetary provisions, for any type of development initiative, which would ensure 

future-proofness of the system. 

In terms of evaluation, utilisation of quality evaluation principles could not only be 

continued but also be applied to the stage one implementations to assess their relative 

effectiveness and efficiency, and to make an informed decision as to any required 

adjustments. In stage two the importance of the meaningful use of evaluation in waste 

management planning has to be emphasised. Assessments could be conducted into the 

effects of the Environment Act amendments regarding to government agency 

reporting structures, that were proposed in stage one, and whether they translate in 

noticeable positive differences in effectiveness and accountability. Long-term work 

plans can be reviewed using a variety of predetermined specific measurable outcomes 

and more environmental data relevant for the evaluation of waste management could 

be collected. It suffices that all of the previous need on-going political support as well 
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as continual education and awareness efforts. The suggested time frame for stage two 

is up to one year after the conclusion of stage one. 

Table 15 Multi stage model, stage 2, consolidation 

Stage 2 Consolidation 

Governance  
o Continued prioritisation of distribution of resources to waste management 

planning 
o Continued investment in HR to strengthen policy-making and operational 

level 
o Continued encouragement of co-operation between policy-makers, 

decision-makers and operations managers  
Strategic Planning 

o Implement dedicated vision for waste management planning 
o Continue to manage waste streams using a life-cycle approach (from 

import into the country to final disposal) 
o Strengthen relations with community and private sector, regain their 

confidence through focussing on consultation, facilitation, incentives, and 
fully functioning systems 

! Make provisions (including budgetary) for sustainable waste management 
planning compulsory in any type of development initiative 

Evaluation 
o Review effect of stage one implementations on waste management 

planning processes and outcomes and make informed systemic adjustments 
if necessary  

o Continue utilisation of quality evaluation principles to assess processes and 
outcomes related to waste management planning 

! Collect more environmental data relevant for the evaluation of waste 
management 

! Assess status of accountability within waste management planning 
! Review long-term work plans using a variety of predetermined specific 

measurable outcomes 
Miscellaneous 

o Maintain and enhance education and awareness campaigns 
o Continued political commitment to waste management  
! Make the monitoring and enforcement part of the system more rigid while 

providing more incentives, and strengthening the advisory role in the 
compliance and enforcement area 
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6.2.3 Stage(Three(–(Maintenance(and(Enhancement(

Once the challenging stage one and stage two, for which political and communal 

persistence and stamina is required, have been completed it is vital that progress of 

the system is not curbed by a failure to maintain and enhance it. This is where stage 

three comes to play a pivotal role (see Table 16). While interventions introduced in 

stages one and two are continued, the ultimate goal for stage three is to create a 

situation whereby enough funds can be raised through the waste management 

planning framework to cover its own expenses, thus enabling it to sustain itself. A 

similar rational to the stage two recommendation, to strengthen the monitoring and 

enforcement system after building sufficient carrying capacity, supports the 

recommendation in stage three to introduce systems to generate revenue. By the time 

stage three is initiated the community and private sector may have renewed their 

confidence in the Rarotongan waste management planning approach, and thus the 

opportunity might exist to pursue implementations such as polluter-pay systems, 

domestic waste collection taxes, an importer levy dedicated to waste management, 

and a tourism donation scheme. 

By continuously feeding back the results from evaluation activities into the process of 

strategic planning for waste management, the framework can be maintained and 

enhanced. These feed back loops should not cease to exist after a few years; rather 

they should be further developed into rigorous evaluative systems that guarantee the 

quality and continuity of the framework. 

A sector that can be utilised beneficially in waste management is tourism. Especially 

where long-term sustainability of waste management and planning is concerned this 

important economic pillar of the local economy should be embraced as potentially 

embodying numerous opportunities for this field. One option, for example, is to 

dedicate a set percentage of tourism revenue to waste management planning. By using 

this intervention as a marketing tool in co-operation with the Cook Island Tourism 

Corporation revenue might potentially increase. The duration of stage three is 

proposed to be indefinitely as the evaluation and sustainable tourism components are 

foreseen to be solid anchor points for the system with limited risk of deterioration in 

the future. 
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Table 16 Multi stage model, stage 3, maintenance and enhancement 

6.3 Summary(

With the underlying objective of achieving sustainability, efficiency, and future-

proofness in Rarotonga’s waste management planning, this chapter has presented the 

recommendations of the study in a multi stage model consisting of three stages; 

preparation, consolidation, and maintenance and enhancement. 

The preparation stage outlined recommendations that provide a strong underpinning 

for future developments in the waste management planning field, ranging from 

amendments to legislation, the need for on-going political commitment, and 

implementations related to strategic planning and evaluation. An emphasis is put on 

Stage 3 Maintenance and Enhancement 

Governance  
o Continued prioritisation of distribution of resources to waste management 

planning 
o Continued investment in HR to strengthen policy-making and operational 

level 
o Continued encouragement of co-operation between policy-makers, 

decision-makers and operations managers 
! Introduce systems to generate revenue to cover cost of waste management 

planning, such as: polluter-pay systems, domestic waste collection taxes, 
importer levy dedicated to waste management, tourism donation scheme 

Strategic Planning 
o Continue to strengthen relations with community and private sector, regain 

their confidence through focussing on consultation, facilitation, incentives, 
and fully functioning systems 

Evaluation 
o Review effect of stage one and two implementations on waste management 

planning processes and outcomes and make informed systemic adjustments 
if necessary 

o Continue utilisation of quality evaluation principles to assess processes and 
outcomes related to waste management planning 

Miscellaneous 
o Maintain and enhance education and awareness campaigns 
o Continued political commitment to waste management  
! Promote sustainable waste management practice in tourism 
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evaluating processes and outcomes, and strengthening ties with the community and 

the private sector in the consolidation stage. Moreover, in this second stage of the 

model it is proposed to make the monitoring and enforcement system more rigid 

whilst increasingly providing incentives for complying stakeholders. Continuity of the 

proposed recommendations of stage one and two is suggested in the maintenance and 

enhancement stage. In combination with utilisation of quality evaluation principles, 

and sustainable waste management practice in tourism, the introduction of systems to 

generate revenue to cover the cost of waste management planning are considered to 

make the system self-sustaining and future-proof. 

The chapter emphasised the importance of the chronological order of implementations 

and amendments; rigid monitoring and enforcement and revenue generating systems 

can be introduced in the future, however, first the necessary physical and legislative 

infrastructure needs to be completed to achieve an effective, all waste streams 

encompassing, fully functioning system. In this process, capacity constraints, 

accountability, and evaluation issues need to be overcome to lift the current situation 

to a state of increased sustainability, efficiency, and future-proofness. 
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7 (((Conclusion(
This study has assessed the status of the Rarotongan waste management planning 

system and investigated opportunities to further this system. It was based on the 

assumptions that deficiencies and constraints existed for long-term sustainable waste 

management planning in Rarotonga, and that people were adversely affected by the 

existing waste management planning framework. To a large extent these assumptions 

have been confirmed, however, the utilisation of stakeholder interviews in 

combination with the study of relevant literature contributed to a more nuanced 

picture of Rarotonga’s waste management planning context. The primary data 

confirmed in many cases the findings from the literature review and provided more 

detailed information on specific features of the Rarotongan situation. 

To make an accurate assessment and provide meaningful recommendations, the 

research has included two types of analysis of its results. The SWOT analysis has 

demonstrated that there is scope for the Rarotongan system to progress while it further 

consolidates its existing foundations. A development scenario for the waste 

management planning scene comprising improvements to governance, strategic 

planning, and evaluation was identified as a means to further the system in the CBA. 

The utilised methods have identified that fragmentation of the waste management 

planning framework and a haphazard approach to related issues limit the effectiveness 

of the system. From the results it can also be concluded that the community is 

significantly affected by the physical manifestations of waste management planning 

in Rarotonga. The consequential real-world effects are directly influenced by 

legislation and policy. However, deficiencies in governance, strategic planning, and 

evaluation surrounding waste management obstruct the development of sound 

statutory and policy structures. Opposing the limitations that are causing the system to 

be ineffective, are a number of opportunities. The research has indicated that 

community participation in waste management planning can potentially act as an 

important contribution to its future-proofness. However, certain interventions have to 

take place to improve the functioning of the system to reinstate community and 

private sector confidence in the framework. 
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Instead of offering a limited, practice based, perspective on waste management and 

planning, the study provides the Rarotongan waste management planning field with a 

holistic perspective on its legislation, policy, and functioning. The results of the study, 

and the recommendations informed by these results, are derived from input from local 

people involved in the waste management and/or planning field, and are not 

completely unanticipated. Although the results may not be entirely unforeseen, 

solutions have often not been pursued due to external resource constraints, or due to a 

lack of strategic planning and leadership. It is clear from the study’s results that 

stakeholders feel that there are significant weaknesses in the sustainability and future-

proofness of the local waste management framework. To address these shortcomings 

this study has attempted to provide both a number of relevant potential interventions 

tailored to the Rarotongan conditions as well as guidance in terms of a structured 

approach. However, without the necessary political and community support the 

concepts presented in the study have only limited potential to further waste 

management planning in Rarotonga. Recent agenda changes in the Rarotongan 

political realm are promising for waste management planning. For the system to 

become more sustainable, efficient, and future-proof both political and community 

commitment need to be sustained and enhanced. 

In the introduction of this study a research question was posed, that reads as follows: 

How can waste management in Rarotonga become more sustainable, efficient, and 

future-proof? The answer to this question is complex. The study has determined that, 

even though potential exists to increase the sustainability, efficiency, and future-

proofness of the framework, there are certain measures that have to be put in place 

before these objectives can be realised. To achieve the situation of improvement on 

different levels, as is implied in the aforementioned research question, a multi stage 

approach is proposed. The multi stage approach suggests three stages of interventions 

that could improve the Rarotongan system in areas of governance, strategic planning, 

and evaluation. 

Not only has the research shown potential for the current system to progress, 

personally, I see enormous potential and opportunities for this area of environmental 

management in Rarotonga. I hope that the limited input from this research can 
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somehow contribute to the quality of the waste management planning system of 

Rarotonga and increase its efficiency, sustainability, and future-proofness. 

7.1 Further(Research(Opportunities(

The particular perspective and wide scope of this study leave a number of research 

avenues available for further study. From the literature it has been determined that on 

a broad Pacific level specific case studies with a planning perspective on waste 

management planning and its supporting statutory and policy systems, are 

underrepresented. As each PIC or island’s waste management planning is situated in a 

unique setting, only components of research from case studies are transferable from 

one case to the other. To develop understanding of the specific requirements for each 

PIC waste management planning situation, studies need to be conducted into their 

particular contexts. Therefore, and due to a general absence of similar research across 

the Pacific, more case specific research is desirable. 

Furthermore, there are possibilities to conduct comparative research utilising this 

study’s perspective and approach, and linking it to islands of the Caribbean with 

similar settings and waste management issues. Although problems exist with making 

direct comparisons between islands, as extensively discussed in the methodology and 

literature review, there is potential for important lessons to be drawn from the 

Caribbean and applied in the Pacific, and vice versa. 

In-depth studies of individual components of the recommendations that are proposed 

in the multi stage approach, on either an island level or regional level, are another 

possible research avenue to explore. Another option would be to investigate 

individual components of this macro level study in detail, such as strategic planning 

involving annual budgetary cycles in the Cook Islands. This option could be 

combined with micro level study into the effects of the proposed recommendations of 

the multi stage approach, which is a prerequisite if implementation of the suggested 

approach is considered. 
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Appendix(A(

Conventions(and(protocols(to(which(the(Cook(Islands(are(signatories(

(Government of the Cook Islands, 2007; Tangianau, 2004) 

 

Barbados Programme of Action  

Basel Convention 

Kyoto Protocol 

Mauritius Declaration 

Millennium Development Goals  

Montreal Protocol 

Multilateral Environmental Agreements  

Pacific Agreement on Closer Economic Relations 

Pacific Island Countries Trade Agreement 

Pacific Island Renewable Energy  Project 

Pacific Plan 

South Pacific Regional Environment Program 

United Nations Convention on Biological Diversity 

United Nations Convention to Combat Desertification 

United Nations Framework  on the Convention for  Climate Change 

United Nations Protocol on Biosafety 

Waigani Convention on the Transboundary Movement and Dumping of Hazardous Wastes in 

the Pacific Region 

Waigani Convention to Ban the Importation into Forum Island Countries of Hazardous and 

Radioactive Wastes 

World Summit on Sustainable Development  

!
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Appendix(B(

Interview(Guide(
For!the!purpose!of!this!interview!the!term!‘waste!management!planning’!will!
have!the!following!meaning:!the$strategic$planning$and$evaluation$of$waste$
management$policy$and$practice$on$a$long6term$time$scale.$

!
1. How!would!you!describe!your!involvement!with!the!Rarotongan!waste!

management!planning!system?!
!

2. What!is!your!opinion!regarding!the!effectiveness!and!sustainability!of!waste!
management!in!Rarotonga?!
!

3. What!do!you!think!the!views!are!of!the!local!community!regarding!waste!
management!planning?!
!

4. How!would!you!describe!the!status!of!waste!management!planning;!in!terms!
of!sustainability,!efficiency!and!futureTproofness,!in!Rarotonga?!
!

5. What!mission!and!vision!does!the!government!have!for!waste!management!
planning!in!Rarotonga?!!
!

6. !What!do!you!think!have!been!the!main!achievements!in!this!area!in!the!
recent!past!(last!decade)?!!
!

7. Can!these!achievements!be!regarded!as!progress!or!draw!backs!in!your!view?!
Why?!
!

8. What!changes!have!taken!place!in!your!occupation!with!regard!to!waste!
management!in!the!recent!past!(last!decade)?!How!do!you!view!these!
changes?!

!
9. Is!there!any!reinforcement!of!the!laws/rules!included!in!the!legal!framework?!

!
10. How!efficient!is!coToperation!between!governing!bodies!involved!in!planning!

for!waste!management?!
!

11. Do!you!think!the!shifts!in!local!governance!(2008,!abolishment!of!local!vaka!
councils)!have!contributed/subtracted!from!the!sustainability!and!efficiency!
of!waste!management!planning!in!Rarotonga?!
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!
12. What!training!and!incentives!does!the!government!provide!to!ensure!that!its!

mission!and!vision!in!terms!of!waste!management!planning!is!realised?!
!

13. What,!in!your!view,!constrains!sustainability!of!waste!management!planning!
in!Rarotonga?!
!

14. Are!there!any!opportunities!you!can!think!of!that!have!the!potential!to!
improve$current!policy/practice?!!
!

15. What!impact!(socioTcultural,!environmental!and!economic)!has!waste!
management!planning!in!Rarotonga!on!its!people!currently!and!in!the!future?!
!

16. Are!you!personally!affected!by!waste!management!planning!policy!or!
practice?!If!so,!how?!
!

17. Which!alternatives/options!are!available!for!the!futureTproofing!of!waste!!
management!planning!on!a!practical,!policy!and!institutional!level?!
!

18. What!strategies!or!tools!have!been!used!for!the!assessment!of!impacts!of!
sustainable!waste!management!planning!in!Rarotonga?!What!where!the!
outcomes!of!these!strategies!and!tools?!!
!

19. Is!there!any!consideration!given!to!future!environmental!changes!(e.g.!
climate!change,!sealevel!rise,!decreasing!population,!changing!economy,!etc.)!
in!current!strategies!or!plans!for!waste!management?!
!

20. Are!there!any!other!comments!with!regard!to!waste!management!planning!
you!would!like!to!make? 

!
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Appendix(C(

Key(Informant(Table(
!

!
KI! Name! Role!
1! Anonymous! Beach!Resort!Owner!
2! Aripa,!Maru! Resident!
3! Anonymous! Environmental!Society!Member!
4! Heather,!Teariki! Minister!of!Infrastructure!and!Planning!
5! Hetland,!Mata! Muri!Environment!Care!Member!
6! Joseph,!Oirau! Health!Inspector,!Ministry!of!Health!
7! Koteka,!Elizabeth! Director!of!Central!Policy!and!Planning!Office!
8! Noaapii,!Tai! Head!of!Waste!Management!Unit,!Ministry!of!

Infrastructure!and!Planning!
9! Nooroa,!Mata! Director!of!Energy!Division!
10! Anonymous! Cook!Islands!General!Transport!Representative!
11! Anonymous! National!Environment!Service!Representatives!
12! Vaiimene,!Metua! Director!of!Destinations!Development,!Cook!Island!

Tourism!Corporation!!
13! Wichman,!John! Director!of!Cook!Islands!Recycling!
14! Wichman,!Vaine! Local!Economist!
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Appendix(D(

Interview(Codes(
1. Opinion!

a. General!
b. Sustainability!
c. Governance!
d. Strategic!Planning!
e. Evaluation!

2. Community!View!!
a. General!
b. Attitude!

3. Status!of!Waste!Management!Planning!
a. General!
b. Governance!

i. Fragmentation!
ii. Generation!of!Resources!
iii. Community!Consultation!
iv. PPPs!
v. Government!Commitment!
vi. Governance!Culture!

c. Strategic!Planning!
d. Efficiency!
e. Awareness!and!Education!
f. Resources!

4. Main!Achievements!
5. Constraints!

a. General!
b. Fragmentation!of!Waste!Management!Planning!Functions!
c. Economic!

i. Generation!of!Resources!
ii. Power!

d. Political!Commitment!
e. Land!Tenure!System!
f. Capacity!
g. System!Deficiencies!
h. International!Agreements!!
i. Evaluation!
j. Governance!

i. Vision!
ii. Culture!
iii. Leadership!

k. Community!
6. Opportunities!

a. General!
b. Fragmentation!of!Waste!Management!Planning!Functions!
c. Levies!and!taxes,!polluterTpays!
d. Education,!awareness,!advisory!
e. Enforcement!
f. Systems!
g. Government!Vision!
h. Governance!
i. Personal!Vision!

7. Impact!of!Waste!Management!Planning!
8. Strategies!of!Evaluation!
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Appendix(E(

Research(Permit(
!

!
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Appendix(F(

Ethics(Information(Sheet(
11/054 

24 March 2011 

 
 

The Future of Sustainable Waste Management Planning in the Cook Islands 
INFORMATION  SHEET  FOR PARTICIPANTS  

 
Thank you for showing an interest in this project.  Please read this information sheet carefully 
before deciding whether or not to participate.  If you decide to participate we thank you.  If 
you decide not to take part there will be no disadvantage to you of any kind and we thank you 
for considering our request.   
 
What is the Aim of the Project? 
Sustainable management of waste is a subject of concern in the entire Pacific Region. From a 
planning perspective, the proposed study aims to critically identify and analyse the achieved 
progress and remaining deficiencies in sustainable waste management in the Cook Islands, 
with a specific interest in the robustness of long-term strategic planning of waste 
management. It will investigate planning and waste management policy and practice to 
address the question: How can waste management planning in the Cook Islands become more 
sustainable, efficient, and future-proof? This project is being undertaken as part of the 
requirements for a Master of Planning degree at the University of Otago, Dunedin, New 
Zealand. 
 
What Type of Participants are being sought? 
Participants from private and public sectors, as well as community representatives who are 
directly or indirectly involved in waste management and/or planning in the Cook Islands are 
invited to take part in this project. Experts in relevant fields from overseas will not be 
excluded from the research. 
 
What will Participants be Asked to Do? 
Should you agree to take part in this project, you will be asked to meet with the researcher for 
an interview during his fieldwork in Rarotonga between April 3rd and April 29th 2011. 
The interview will be semi-structured and consists of open ended questions. The interview is 
not expected to take longer than 1 hour. The location of the interview may be decided on by 
the participant and a time will be made that is convenient for both parties involved.  
 
Can Participants Change their Mind and Withdraw from the Project? 
Please be aware that you may decide not to take part in the project without any disadvantage 
to yourself of any kind. 
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What Data or Information will be Collected and What Use will be Made of it? 
The data sought from participants includes the efficiency and long-term sustainability of 
waste management planning in the Cook Islands, the current status of waste management 
planning in the Cook Islands and achieved progress and remaining deficiencies in waste 
management planning in the Cook Islands.  
 
Participants have the option to be audio recorded at their discretion. If the participant chooses 
not to be audio-taped, then written notes will be used instead. After the fieldwork the 
recorded audio data will be transcribed. The data collected will be securely stored. Only the 
researcher, Mr. Loek Driesen, and his supervisor, Dr. Simon Springer, will be able access to 
it. At the end of the project any personal information will be destroyed. As required by the 
University’s research policy, raw data will be retained in secure storage for five years, after 
which it will be destroyed. 
 
The results of the project may be published and will be available in the University of Otago 
Library (Dunedin, New Zealand) but your anonymity will be preserved should you chose to 
remain anonymous. On the Consent Form you will be given options regarding your 
anonymity. Participants may withdraw their data at any time during the research process for 
any reason without prejudice. You are welcome to request a copy of the results of the project. 
Reasonable precautions will be taken to protect and destroy data gathered via email. However 
the security of electronically transmitted information cannot be guaranteed. Caution is 
advised in the electronic transmission of sensitive material. 
 
What if Participants have any Questions? 
If you have any questions about our project, either now or in the future, please feel free to 
contact either:- 
 
Contacts: 
Mr. Loek Driesen  or  Dr. Simon Springer 
MPlan Candidate    Supervisor 
Department of Geography   Department of Geography 
University of Otago    University of Otago 
P.O. Box 56     P.O. Box 56 
Dunedin, New Zealand    Dunedin, New Zealand 
Email: drilo065@student.otago.ac.nz University Telephone Number: +64-3-479-

8771 
      Email: ss@geography.otago.ac.nz 
 
This study has been approved by the University of Otago Human Ethics Committee. If you 
have any concerns about the ethical conduct of the research you may contact the Committee 
through the Human Ethics Committee Administrator (ph 03 479 8256). Any issues you raise 
will be treated in confidence and investigated and you will be informed of the outcome.!
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(Ethics(Consent(Form( (
11/054 

24 March 2011 
 

The Future of Sustainable Waste Management Planning in the Cook Islands 
CONSENT FORM FOR 

PARTICIPANTS 
 

 
I have read the Information Sheet concerning this project and understand what it is about.  All 
my questions have been answered to my satisfaction.  I understand that I am free to request 
further information at any stage. 
 
I know that:- 
1. My participation in the project is entirely voluntary; 
 
2. I am free to withdraw from the project at any time without any disadvantage; 
 
3. I am aware of the nature and extent of my involvement in this research and that the 

interview process will take approximately 1 hour of my time. 
 
4. I am aware that personal identifying information (audio-tapes) will be destroyed at the 

conclusion of the project but any raw data on which the results of the project depend will 
be retained in secure storage (i.e., locked filing cabinet) for at least five years after which 
it will be destroyed; 

 
5. I am aware this project involves semi-structured open-ended questioning where the 

nature of the questions will depend on the development of the interview as it proceeds. I 
am further aware that the general theme includes the efficiency and long-term 
sustainability of waste management planning in the Cook Islands, the current status of 
waste management planning in the Cook Islands and achieved progress and remaining 
deficiencies in waste management planning in the Cook Islands; 

 
6. I am aware that once the research is concluded I may request a copy of the thesis 

resulting from the research; 
 
7. I am aware that the results of the project may be published and will be available in the 

University of Otago Library (Dunedin, New Zealand)  
 

 
Continued over the page
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9. I grant/ do not grant* permission to allow the researcher to digitally record my interview. 

 

10.  I grant/ do not grant* permission to allow the researcher to use my identity. 

*please indicate by circling one 

 
I agree to take part in this project. 
 
 
.............................................................................  ............................... 
(Signature of participant)     (Date) 
 
 
.............................................................................  ............................... 
(Signature of researcher, acknowledging receipt)   (Date) 
 
This study has been approved by the University of Otago Human Ethics Committee. If you 
have any concerns about the ethical conduct of the research you may contact the Committee 
through the Human Ethics Committee Administrator (ph 03 479 8256). Any issues you raise 
will be treated in confidence and investigated and you will be informed of the outcome. 

 

 


